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Abstract
This article deals with the transformation of a relational
database to an object database. It suggests a new solution based on database and model-driven engineering
integration. In the ﬁrst part it is discussed in general
issues of relational database transformation into object
one, some problematic areas are identiﬁed. Subsequently,
depending on detailed analyze of the database reverse engineering processes, the whole process is deﬁned as a sequence of models and transformation among them based
on model driven architecture (MDA). Some of the models
are based on generally accepted standards. The proposed
approach comes also with its own models. The paper deﬁnes not only their exact structure but also abstracts its
own algorithms used during their development. The ﬁnal
part contains an experimental veriﬁcation of the proposed
procedures with a particular example and summary of the
results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems—object-oriented databases, relational databases; D.2.0 [Software Engineering]: General—standards

Keywords
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1. Introduction
There have been extensive changes and huge progress in
the area of the information technology during the last
decades. There are new requests for even more innovations, their improvements and integration of existing
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solutions there. The changes do not avoid to databases
and databases applications either. Databases are an area
where it is not always possible to replace an existing solution by a new technology. This is one of the reasons why
object-oriented database systems are only gradually and
slowly gaining their position in the world of information
technology.
Relational database systems (RDBMS) provide a reliable,
standardized and robust solution to ensure data persistence. But relational database weaknesses are rapidly
demonstrated during attempts to use them for advanced
applications such as CAD, CAM, knowledge, transport
and multimedia systems. The implementation of diﬃcult operations over complex objects shows the need for a
new generation of database applications: object-oriented
database systems that would meet their requirements better.
Object-oriented database systems (OODBMS) began to
develop in the mid-eighties. They have been building
up to more appropriate represent, model real world entities and to provide a richer data model than relational
database systems.
Of course, as almost each system it has its disadvantages. One of the fundamental shortcomings is the lack
of interoperability between OODBMS and RDBMS. Some
technique must deﬁne how to migrate from relational to
object-oriented systems, that allows coexistence and migration from existing products to new ones step by step.
The literature distinguishes two basic migration modes: a
complete rewriting of the entire information system from
the beginning or a strategy of the gradual migration in
small steps. Only a few particularly large information
systems can aﬀord the luxury of a start from scratch. The
gradual strategy allows controlling the whole process. Every migration process consists of three basic steps: schema
transformation, data and applications migration.
The ﬁrst step is to remap the existing relational schema to
the equivalent object one. There are many articles published in this area, mainly engaged in the database reverse
engineering. Based on the reverse engineering output it is
necessary to create an object schema. Data are migrated
in the second step. Ideally, this step is fully automated,
but methods and ways of mapping individual items of
data between the relational and object oriented scheme
must be deﬁned before. The last step is the process of
the migration of all the application programs.
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As you can see, the database migration is a complex and
diﬃcult process. Therefore there is an eﬀort for its full,
or at least, partial automation there. A common primary source of information for its automation is a relational schema. This information can be extended also by
other sources, such as existing applications, integrity constraints and SQL queries within reverse engineering. The
resulting schema looks therefore rather as an object view
to the relational database than a real object model.
The need to integrate new requirements in the systems
complicates the whole database migration process even
more. The main goal of my work is to create algorithms
and support mechanisms that allow to automate it. At
the same time, it will enable to create an object model
that would meet all requirements for the proper objectoriented design and would take all advantages of OODBMS
this way.

1.1 The Goal
The main objective of my work is to create a methodology
of relational database migration to object one. In addition to the schema transformation, it is necessary for the
whole migration process to allow also a subsequent and
dependant automated data migration.
The goal of this work is not only to design the process
itself, but also to ensure that it is formally correctly speciﬁed using standardized tools and protocols. The whole
process will be inserted into the MDA architecture framework and so deﬁned as a sequence of standardized models
and transformations among them, organized into architecture of layers and transformations. The goal is their
metamodel description, deﬁning the relationship between
domain concepts, their semantics and constraints.

2. State of the Art
There are several ways and approaches to the issue of
transformation of a relational database. In terms of their
data model representations they can be divided into two
basic groups. In the ﬁrst case, data persistence is managed by the relational database, and above this layer is
formed a special layer: an object-oriented front-end, serving for transformations between both models. In the second case, the relational database is replaced by an OODB.
We can talk about a full database migration.

2.1 Database Migration
It is necessary to replace most of the elements of a relational database for their corresponding object-oriented
elements during migration. In addition to the relational
schema transformation data themselves must be transformed. The disadvantage of this approach is the need of
reworking the existing applications, the transition from
relational database to OODB.
The semantic enrichment precedes the process of the schema transformation – additional not explicitly available information achievement from the RDBMS. The process is
also known as the database reverse engineering. Hainaut
has laid introduction to it in [9, 10, 12, 13]. The general
systematic DBRE methodology and detailed description
of each step can be found in [11].
In most concepts, the ﬁnal conceptual schema is extracted
in the form of ER or EER schema [4, 7]. They are usually

Rel. Applications

Reengineering

OO Applications

SQL

OQL

RDBMS

ODBMS

Schema Transformation

Data Migration
Rel. Database

OODB

Figure 1: Database migration architecture.
based on keys analysis and from their resulting dependencies. Some of them take the actual data stored in relations
into account. Some approaches do not expect the active
user participation [19, 16] and are fully automated, which
results to schemas graphically and semantically equivalent to the representations of the source relational schema
only. Some conceptual structures can be represented by
the relational schema in diﬀerent ways. This statement is
a true vice versa and it is not always possible to identify
the correct representation without the user intervention.
Only a few concepts extract a resulting model directly
into the object-oriented schema. On principle, they do
not diﬀer from the previous ones. [21] informally describes
the sequence of steps to extract the OMT model.
More advanced approaches do not take into account only
the structural elements, but as for example [23] also analyze SQL queries on a procedural level. Mature system
based on fuzzy logic is described in [14].
There are many approaches dealing with reverse database
engineering, but only few of them have dealt with this
topic so complexly to allow the subsequent migration of
data. [3, 8] deal with the transformation of the relational
schema into object-oriented one and with the data migration methodology. [6] provides an interesting solution,
that, in addition to the data migration, suggests also the
algebra for the transformation of the generated OODB
schema.

2.2 Model Driven Architecture
Architecture is a speciﬁcation of components and system
connection and interaction rules of these components using these connections [22]. From MDA point of view,
connections and rules are represented by a set of interrelated models. It provides a set of rules how to structurally specify these models. Its approach is based on the
previous widely accepted standardized speciﬁcations, and
therefore, it provides a complex and interoperable framework for their deﬁnition. MDA is a way of organization
and management of large architectures supported by automated tools and services, whether to model a deﬁnition
or to facilitate transformations between diﬀerent types of
models.
Basic MDA principles fully reﬂect the needs of the proposed system of the relational database transformation
into OODB. MDA does not come only with the principles and methodology for modeling and transformations
between models, but, unlike many other approaches, it is
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based on clearly deﬁned standards such as: CWM, UML,
MOF and XMI.

Extraction

CWM Relational
Logical Model

The main objective of CWM is to allow an easy exchange
of metadata between diﬀerent tools, platforms, metadata
repositories in a heterogeneous distributed environment
[1]. It is based on three industry standards: UML –
modeling standard, MOF – metamodelling and metadata
standard and XMI – the standard for exchange of metadata. MOF standardizes the framework for the models
deﬁnition. It provides tools with the programming interface for the metadata storage and an access to them.
XMI enables the exchange of metadata in XML standard
format. The CWM speciﬁcation consists of metamodels
deﬁnitions for diﬀerent domains as for example: the object model, relational model, the actual CWM, XML, ...

MDA conceptualization
Preparation

Model Cleaning

UML is a widely accepted graphical modeling language
(a detailed description can be found for example in [5]).
One of the reasons why the UML is so widely accepted
lies in its openness. It is not a closed language but it is
possible to expand it using UML proﬁles – to deﬁne own
model semantics.
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Interactions between these three standards can be expressed as: XMI is used to exchange metadata based on
CWM metamodel and CWM metamodel is speciﬁed using
the MOF model.

Normalization

MDA Logical Design

ODMG object model deﬁnes a common set of features of
the object-oriented concept that can be used in diﬀerent
languages. It is the extension of the OMG object model.
The basic modeling primitive is an object that is deﬁned
by its type.
ODMG speciﬁcation language can be used to specify a
schema and an object database data. The database schema
is deﬁned through the language called ODL. It is independent on the speciﬁc programming language. Second
language speciﬁed by ODMG is the OIF. OIF is a language speciﬁcation allowing to map OODB content into
a serializable form (e.g. a ﬁle) and vice versa.

2.4 Object λ-calculus
One possibility to formalize the object-oriented programming concepts, and thus the object database is a λ-calculus
[15]. λ-calculus is based on the notions of abstraction,
function and function applications [20]. The thesis goal
is to transform the database as a sequence of models and
transformations among them. Although MDA provides a
standard speciﬁcation for models transformations – QVT,
but it is not supported by current tools. λ-calculus is an
appropriate form of formal speciﬁcation of the transformations because of its better abstraction and enhanced
independence.

Optimization

MDA Conceptual
Model Transformation
Marked Concep.
Model

2.3 OODB Modeling
There is an eﬀort to standardize the OODB for many reasons. Unlike relational models, which have a clear common basic design, object-oriented concepts diﬀer among
existing programming languages (for example, support for
a single or multiple inheritance). Several major OODBMS
producers proposed the standard known as ODMG with
the aim to mutual portability and interoperability. ODMG
standard provides an object model, language speciﬁcation
and query language.

Logical
Transformation
Model

MDA Semantic
Enlargement
OMG Obj ect
Conceptual Model

MDA Logical Model
Transformation

Figure 2: MDA Schema Transformation.

3. Database Transformation
MDA architecture is based on the principle of models
and incremental and standardized transformations among
them. Similarly, I will try to deﬁne a relational database
transformation to OODB as a set of models and sequence
of transformations among them.
It is not possible to realize the whole transformation process within one transformation step. Data achieved by the
database reverse engineering are not suﬃcient enough for
the correct transformation. The human factor intervention is necessary to semantically enlarge the basic data.
That is why it is necessary to divide the transition process into several steps. Unlike traditional MDA process
it is not enough to transform just models but it is also
necessary to ensure the proper data migration.
The whole MDA database transformation process at the
highest level consists of two separate but interdependent
subprocesses: MDA schema transformation and MDA data
migration.

3.1 MDA Schema Transformation
From a procedural perspective, it is possible to apply the
MDA theory to DBRE. From the user point of view it
will run as a sequence of transformations and models (see
Figure 2). Some of them will be automated, but active
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user’s interaction is expected with the others. The ﬁrst
model, a user comes into a contact is the system source
code. This model, however, is not platform-independent,
and it is not suitable from general and automatic processing point of view. It has to be transformed to platformindependent model – PIM (in terms of RDBMS). CWM
Relational Logical Model is extracted through the DDL
extraction, explicit information enlargement and model
cleaning processes.
The next step is MDA conceptualization. It is the core
of the proposed methodology, based on the marking process. Logical model created by the extraction process is
necessary to transform to the conceptual model. From the
logical model it can be removed the technical, dead structures and structural redundancies during the preparation
process.
Relational schema, and thus the logical model extracted
from it, does not contain enough information necessary to
realize the subsequent transformation to the conceptual
model. The type mapping is not suﬃcient. The solution
is a user semantic enlargement of the source model to
deﬁne the required mappings between elements of both
models. The output is marked relational logical model –
the original logical model plus user-deﬁned marks applied
on CWM relational model elements.
It is therefore necessary to deﬁne a group of marks based
on the requirements of the MDA conceptualization subprocesses – their metamodel. They extend the conceptual
metamodel. The conceptual metamodel extension is the
set of deﬁned stereotypes – transformation marks, their
tagged values and constraints. Together they form the
model, which I will entitle the extended conceptual metamodel.
Implementation width of the possibilities of the mentioned
subprocesses and thus the resulting quality of the conceptual model is given by the width and quality of transformation marks design. However, marks are only a support tool for mapping rules application. MDA conceptualization mapping rules form a conceptual transformation
model together. It is exactly deﬁned how individual elements and also their structures and relations should be
automated transformed from relational logical model to
the conceptual one. MDA transformation rules are deﬁned on a metamodel level: at the type level, in accordance to patterns of type usages or on the basis of the
marks.
Mapping rules may overlap and combine miscellaneously.
An option how to simplify the process of semantic enlargement is to classify rules: to implicit and explicit, or also
based on their identical applicability – they are applied to
the identical structure of the model (or part thereof).
A marked conceptual model and a conceptual transformation model are inputs of the ﬁnal conceptualization subprocess – MDA logical model transformation. An object
conceptual model is the output of a fully MDA automated
transformation.
The MDA conceptualization process is followed by a MDA
logical design process. The platform-independent conceptual model is the input. The platform-speciﬁc logical object model is the output. In contrast to the conceptualiza-

tion process, it is not necessary to bypass such fundamental semantic and physical diﬀerences of the models during
the process of the conceptual model transformations into
the logical one. However, the semantic enlargement is
required again. It is necessary to create the models responsible for the manner of marking and transformation:
a marked conceptual model – together with the deﬁnition
of the source model includes inserted marks of the explicit
mapping rules. These marks together with their constraints are deﬁned by the extended logical metamodel.
The set of explicit and implicit rules for the conceptual
model transformation into the logical object model compose a logical transformation model.
The MDA conceptual model transformation follows the
logical model transformation. Its realization is fully equivalent to the process of the relation logical model transformation with the only diﬀerence in input and output models (marked conceptual model and logical transformation
model on the input side and ODMG object logical model
on the output side).

3.2 MDA Data Migration
The second major process of the relational database transformation to the OODB is the data migration. Its aim
is to transform the original relational data into the object structures. It depends on the previous MDA schema
transformation. I deﬁne MDA data migration as an automated transformation of the MDA data model.
The output of each MDA transformation, in addition to
the target model, can be also a trace model. Source
model elements are transformed into elements of the target model step by step. Their relation is captured by the
trace model. Trace model created during the MDA relational schema transformation contains the required mappings (of the attributes speciﬁc to relational schema to
speciﬁc properties of objects). This fact has important
implications for the entire data migration process and allows its automation.
There is not just one but two transformations during the
MDA schema transformation: relational logical and conceptual model transformations. I also propose two tracing models: the conceptual trace model – mapping CWM
relational logical model to the OMG object conceptual
model that contains relational schema elements mappings
to elements of the conceptual model. The second is the
logical trace model – mapping OMG object conceptual
model to the ODMG object logical model, which contains
conceptual model elements mappings to elements of the
object schema.
One of the MDA principles is chaining models and their
transformations. We can look at the data migration as
a sequence of two successive transformations. MDA data
migration, therefore, consists of two subprocesses: conceptual data migration – the source relational data model
is transformed into the resulting OMG object data model
and logical data migration – the output of the conceptual data migration is transformed into the ﬁnal ODMG
object data model.
The trace model deﬁnes what and how should be transformed. Still, it should be deﬁned how. Data are changing during the transformation from one model to another.
The data transformation model is responsible for correct
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From the MDA database transformation process point
of view, the ﬁrst transformation is the logical relational
model transformation to a conceptual object model. It is
necessary to deﬁne a conceptual transformation model for
its realization. It consists of two parts: mapping rules –
the conceptual transformation model and mapping marks
– extended conceptual metamodel.

Logical Data Migration

OMG Conceptual
Data

ODMG Obj ect Data

Logical data
Transformation
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Legend
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Table 1: Basic mappings of the conceptual transformation model
Mapping Name Source element Target element
SchToPac
Schema
Package
TabToClas
Table
Class
ColToAtr
Column
Attribute
TypToTyp
SQLDataType
DataType
FkToAsoc
ForeignKey
Association

3.3 Conceptual Transformation Model

OMG Obj ect
Conceptual Model

Conceptual Data Migration

5

Existing
Model

New Model

The ﬁrst step is to analyze the source and target domain model – their metamodels. The source model of
the transformation is the CWM Relational model. The
target model is the OMG object model. Both models belong among the MDA standards. The exact speciﬁcation
can be found in [1].
The second step is to identify the required mappings of
source CWM Relational elements, their relationships, properties and patterns into the target OMG object elements.
The mappings are based on the general DBRE theory.

Figure 3: MDA Database Transformation.

data migration. Its core consists of mapping rules which
are deﬁned by the trace model. The conversion functions
are its second part. They are responsible for the physical transformation of the data. An input format and
type of data is given by the elements of the source model.
Through a trace model, it is possible to ﬁnd their corresponding target model elements, their types. Depending
on the complexity of the source and target elements relation I propose to divide the conversion functions into
two groups: standard conversion functions – providing
data transformation only at the level of type changes and
speciﬁc conversion functions – providing more complex
transformations where the type transformation only is not
suﬃcient.
The MDA database transformation process and the interconnection of the schema transformation and data migration processes are shown in the ﬁgure 3.
Algorithms for the analysis and design of the models used
in transformations are generally identical and they can
be abstracted. There are used the same procedures and
methods during the design of the conceptual metamodel
extension, conceptual transformation models of the schema
and data on one hand and logical metamodel extension,
logical transformation models of the schema and data on
the other hand. That is why I have created a general algorithm for the design of transformation models. Applying
it I have designed basic models for the transformation of
logical and conceptual models and models required for the
data migration itself.

Table 1 captures the basic mappings between elements of
the relational metamodel and the object one. Each row
corresponds to one type of mapping (e.g. schema will
be transformed into a package). Column Mapping Name
deﬁnes the abbreviation for the type of mapping. The
next two columns contain the element type in the source
and target metamodel.
The advanced mapping group includes not only the mappings based on patterns of type usages, but each mapping
which relationship cardinality of the source element – the
target element is not 1:1. For example TabToAsoc is the
inverse mapping of an ORM M:N association mapping
to a decomposition table. Mapping FkToInh is similarly
an inverse ORM mapping of the inheritance relationship
using pattern the Table per class . . .
In the third step, it is necessary to deﬁne the applicability
– A(M) for each mapping – M. I have formalized a new
operator //T – type selection to simplify expressions. A
new collection, containing only instances of deﬁned class,
is created from the original collection based on that deﬁned class type:
(
)
collection //T Class ≡ collection // λ p ξ(p) = Class
Table 2 deﬁnes the applicability of the basic mappings.
Similarly, I have deﬁned the applicability of the selected
advanced mappings.

Already during the determination of applicability, a semantic enlargement was necessary several times – adding
additional information. Semantic enlargement is deﬁned
as an addition of the missing semantic information needed
for a correct transformation, for example, of a logical
model to a conceptual one. I have identiﬁed two main
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Mapping – M
SchToPac
TabToClas
ColToAtr
TypToTyp
FkToAsoc

Type
Schema
Table
Column
SQLDataType
ForeignKey

Applicability – A(M)
Catalog ▹ ownedElement //T Schema
Schema ▹ ownedElement //T Table
Table ▹ feature //T Column
Column ▹ type
Table ▹ ownedElement //T ForeignKey

Table 2: Applicability of the basic mappings of the conceptual transformation model

reasons for its needs: the missing information (such as the
type of association) and mapping identiﬁcation in case of
their ambiguity.
Missing (additional) information can be divided into two
groups: obligatory – required data that can not be automatically reconstructed in the transformation. The second group contains optional data that can be restored
with default value. Optional additional information is
not necessary for the transformation, but it improves the
quality of the resulting model. For example, additional
value name of the mappings M(SchToPac), M (TabToClas), M (ColToAtr) allows to specify another name for
the ﬁnal element than the source one.
The last step before the extended conceptual metamodel
creation is to specify implicit and explicit mappings. It is
necessary to deﬁne stereotypes for all explicit mappings.
They will be used to mark the source model element, and
this way, explicitly specify concrete mapping to apply.
Each mapping, which allows additional information, is
marked as explicit. Mappings without the mandatory additional information but allowing a standard transformation (without having to enter any supplementary information) are marked as implicit. Ambiguous applicability
is another reason for signing the mapping as explicit. It is
necessary to divide all mappings to mapping rules families
according to the type of applicability and to sign selected
mappings as explicit in the case of ambigue applicability.
We have all the necessary information to deﬁne an extended conceptual model at this moment. There are the
stereotypes identifying corresponding transformation mapping rules deﬁned in this metamodel and providing space
for the missing information supplementation. I have created metamodel of the extended conceptual model based
on splitting mapping rules to explicit and implicit and
additional information (see Figure 4).
Extended conceptual metamodel is only a part of the conceptual transformation model. Transformation rules are
its second part. They deﬁne a fully automated transformation of the source elements to target elements. Each
transformation rule consists of two operations: the selection of a homogeneous set of the source model elements
and following collection operation, which transforms them
into a set of new target elements. According to the size
of this model I present only an example of the mapping
M(SchToPac). Transformation T(SchToPac) for M(SchToPac) can be written as:
A(SchToPac) >> (λ s | Package [name: (s ▹ isStereotype:
Renamed ? s ▹ tag: newName ⋄ s ▹ name) ])
A(SchToPac) is the applicability already deﬁned in Table

2, that will return the collection of all schemas. A new element Package is created for each schema. Package name
is set either to the name of the schema itself or tagged
value deﬁned in the stereotype (newName) depending on
the assignment of the Renamed stereotype in the source
schema. There is the explicit and implicit schema mapping realized in the single transformation.
Transformation rules form together the core of the conceptual transformation model. Applying them to the source
relational conceptual model it is fully automated transformed into a conceptual object model.

3.4 Conceptual Data Transformation Model
The conceptual transformation model determines the transformation of the logical relational schema into conceptual
object model. Similarly, the conceptual data transformation model (CDTM) deﬁnes a way to migrate relational
data to the object one. The data migration consists of
two subprocesses: conceptual and logical data migration.
CDTM is the transformation model of the conceptual
data migration process.
The MDA transformation model deﬁnes transformation
rules. They are deﬁned by the MDA conceptualization
output trace model in the case of CDTM. Automatically
generated trace model deﬁnes what has to be transformed
and how to be transformed to. There is also a conversion of physical data during data transformation from one
model to another. The conversion functions are, therefore, a necessary part of CDTM responsible for the physical data conversion. I have divided them into two groups:
standard and speciﬁc in section 3.2.
The standard conversion functions perform simple transfer of the source element data type to the target type. It
is necessary to determine the appropriate types of source
and target metamodel in the process of pairing models
types. For each identiﬁed pair, whether implicit or explicit, there is deﬁned a conversion function in CDTM:
conversionFunctionName: SQLDataType → DataType
For example, to convert data of type Character to String:
toString: CHARACTER → String
Their implementation is very dependent on the environment in which the data migration will be implemented
and executed.
Speciﬁc conversion functions are the second group of conversion functions solving complex data conversions. These
functions may not diﬀer only in their implementation, but
even the declaration. They depend on a transformed relational model. It is not possible to generalize them. All
conversion functions compose CDTM and together with
the conceptual trace model they determine a way how the
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ModelElement
«stereotype»

-

«stereotype »
Renamed
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«stereotype »
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-
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-

«stereotype »
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targetNav: Boolean
targetRole: String
type: AggregationKind

Figure 4: Extended conceptual metamodel.
relational data are migrated to the conceptual ones. Conceptual data are then transformed into the ODMG object
data. First, it is necessary to deﬁne a logical transformation model.

dard. The original relational data using CDTM and subsequently LDTM are transformed into OIF data that can
be imported into most of the OODBMS.

4. Evaluation
3.5 Logical Transformation Model
The second major MDA step of the MDA schema transformation is the logical design. The input object conceptual model is marked and then fully automated transformed into the ODMG object logical model. The method
and quality of this transformation is given by a logical
transformation model: by transformation rules and mapping marks of the extended ODMG logical metamodel.
The process is based on the same principles as in the
creation of the conceptual transformation model – based
on the general algorithm of the transformation models
design. MDA conceptual model transformation does not
have to overcome such a fundamental mismatch of the
source and target model as in the logical relational model
transformation to object one. ODMG object metamodel
is just an extension of the OMG Object metamodel. The
whole process same as the output model (Figure. 5) is
considerably simpler.
Although ODMG is a superset of the OMG metamodel,
they are two diﬀerent metamodels. Basic mappings arrange the transformation of elements from one metamodel
to another.
We get a fully automated resulting logical object model
applying these transformation rules on a marked conceptual model. One thing that left is to specify the logical
data transformation model for a complete description of
the MDA relational-object database transformation.

3.6 Logical Data Transformation Model
A logical data transformation model (LDTM) deﬁnes how
to transform conceptual data into ODMG object data.
Transformation rules of this model are one of the automated outputs of the MDA logic design (its trace model).
Output data are in the format speciﬁed by the OIF stan-

With regard to the solving area, the best way how to
verify suggested methodology is the experimental veriﬁcation. I have applied the designed models to a sample
relational model, which I have transformed using a CASE
tool to an object model.
The construction of the conceptual and logical transformation models is also a partial veriﬁcation of the proposed
procedures. The next step was their application to a speciﬁc input model. I have veriﬁed:
• The correctness of transformation rules – whether
the source model elements are transformed into the
target elements in accordance with the deﬁned mappings.
• The accuracy of the MDA database transformation
process – if the proposed process as a sequence of
models and transformations between them leads to
the desired output – the relational schema transformation into object one with the subsequent fully
automated data migration.
The MDA speciﬁcation is very large and detailed. There
is no tool with its full implementation on the market.
Usually it is possible only to transform the models. There
is a proprietary language to deﬁne custom transformation
models at best. Borland Together is the exception [2].
The main reason I have decided for it is its almost full
QVT implementation.
However there is a problem with the other standards. I
have not found any single tool, which would have its UML
metamodel based on MDA standards. I solved this problem by adapting transformation models to Borland Together metamodels. So it is possible to adjust the methodology to various also not standardized tools.
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Figure 5: Extended logical metamodel.
I have chosen a relational schema of the GTN system [17,
18] as the input relational model. It is a software system developed at the Department of Software Technology in cooperation with the company AZD Praha. GTN
is a graphical and technology extension of the stations
electronic signaling equipment. Currently the system is
used in several versions by Czech, Slovak and Belarusian
railways on more than 2000 km of railway tracks. It is,
therefore, a real system successfully operating in practice.

4.1 MDA Schema Transformation
The relational schema transformation into the object one
is the ﬁrst step of the database transformation.
I have fully automated imported relational schema directly from Oracle RDBMS into the CASE tool in the
extraction process. The GTN relational model is complete (foreign keys, cardinality relations, . . . ) and that
is why it was not necessary to perform explicit information enlargement. The created model is based on Borland
Together relational metamodel – erPhysical and it is the
primary input of the MDA schema transformation.
The key activity from user’s point of view is the semantic
enlargement. Step by step I have marked the source model
by stereotypes deﬁned in the extended conceptual metamodel and inserted required tagged values. The marked
relational logical model was created.
This marked relational model was fully automated transformed into the object conceptual model within the MDA
logical model transformation.
Once again the conceptual model was marked with stereotypes deﬁned in the extended logical metamodel within
the logical design process. This time the marked conceptual model was constructed.
Using the logical transformation model I have transformed
this marked conceptual model into the ODMG object
logical model fully automated. The result of this M2T
transformation was the ODL code specifying the object
database schema.
The ﬁnal ODMG object model was created from the original relational model by gradual models transformations
based on the described MDA relational schema transformation methodology. During this process, within the
semantic enlargement of the input models (relational or

conceptual), I have deﬁned the desired mapping method
and appended missing semantic information. The source
model elements were transformed into a target one based
on the required mappings in a subsequent automated transformation by applying the conceptual and logical transformation models.

4.2 MDA Data Migration
The data migration is the second major process of a relational database transformation into an OODB. Its aim
is to transform the original relational data to the object
one. It consists of two subprocesses – interlocked data
transformations: conceptual and logical data migration.
It depends on the previous MDA schema transformation
process. The relational schema transformation precisely
deﬁnes the relational data mappings to objects. In addition to the output model, the trace log is also generated
during the transformation. Trace log created during the
MDA transformation contains the required mapping data,
which allows automation of the data migration.
The trace log does not contain all the necessary data for
the data migration. For example, there is information
needed on speciﬁc conversion functions. The deﬁnition is
part of the data transformation model. A user enters to
which data items they should be applied during a semantic enlargement in the form of tagged values. They are,
therefore, a part of the source schema model. The source
model is also one of the data migration input parameters.
Based on the data trace log, it is possible to identify the
source model element and then access its detailed information in the source schema. So, there is an access to the
stereotypes and tagged values there. For more complex
transformations it is possible even to access its dependent
elements (for example, linked through a foreign key).
It is possible to transform the source relational data into
the target object one based on the source schema model
containing detailed metamodel of the migrated data, on
source elements mappings to the target in a form of the
trace log and on data transformation model containing the
data conversion functions. Although the data transformation model depends on the transformed model (speciﬁc
conversion functions depend on the required transformations of the input schema model), the proposed solution
simpliﬁes the entire process and it allows automated relational data migration to object one after the completion
of the necessary data.
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5. Conclusion
In my work, I dealt with the possibility of the relational
databases transformation to the object one using MDA.
To achieve it, it was necessary to meet several sub-tasks:
• to analyze the database reverse engineering, relational and object concepts, their mutual dependences
and problems,
• to survey the current state of the problematic,
• to analyze possibilities of MDA applicability for the
forward and reverse database engineering,
• to design MDA processes and models of the schema
transformation and data migration,
• to design algorithms how to create transformation
models,
• to design conceptual and logical transformation models,
• to evaluate the applicability of the methodology.
I have deﬁned an entirely new methodology of the relational database transformation to the object one based on
the sequence of models and transformations among them.
Formal underpin of their models description through metamodels, their meaningful integration and transformation
among them is essential for the tools creation. The proposed use of industry standards enables the methodology
openness.
I have used existing standardized protocols, minimized
and simpliﬁed essential human interactions during model
deﬁnitions. Automated transitions from one model to another are realized in accordance with MDA and deﬁned by
transformation models through metamodels. A user can
visually apply various marks and verify the correctness
of their use. The support for graphical display of models using UML modeling tools is one of the advantages
of integrating the whole methodology within the MDA
framework. A signiﬁcant advantage of the methodology
is its scalability. Separated metamodel speciﬁcations of
the transformation rules and metamodel extensions into
separate models allow deﬁning new rules and marks and
make it easier to modify existing ones. Its design based
on MDA standards simpliﬁes the acquisition and enlargement.
The result of the proposed methodology is the possibility
of an automated transformation of RDBMS to OODBMS.
Such created object model meets the requirements for
the correct object-oriented design and it is using its advantages, at least inﬂuenced by the original relational
database and even does not prevent the incorporation of
new requirements of the emerging object-oriented database
system.

5.1 The Scientific Contribution of the Work
• Identiﬁcation of problems of the current relational
databases transformation solutions.
• The design of the new MDA relational database
transformation methodology.
• The design of methods for creating transformation
models.
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• The design of new types of models.
• The deﬁnition of a reverse MDA process.
• Demonstration of the MDA applicability also to other
areas than the creation of new software systems.

5.2 The Next Research
The proposed methodology allows the relational database
transformation into OODB. I would like to focus on further minimization of the user interaction – a source of
potential problems. The main information source of the
proposed methodology is a relational schema. I would
like to extend the methodology and integrate also other
input sources such as stored procedures, views, triggers,
the data itself, . . . An interesting source of transformation
input data can be application code, especially the DAL
layer usually containing the explicit speciﬁcation of the
relational schema mapping to memory object structures.
I would like to pay a special attention to the further improvements of the data migration process. For example,
to ﬁnd a way how to implement and realize it directly
in the CASE tool, to specify data migration models in a
more detailed way, to change the two-phase data transformation to a single-one, . . .
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Abstract
A flow cache is a fundamental building block for flowbased traffic processing. Its efficiency is critical for the
overall performance of a number of networked devices
and systems. The efficiency is mainly dependent on a
utilized replacement policy. This work proposes an approach based on Genetic Algorithm. The proposed approach starts from recorded traffic traces and uses Genetic Algorithm to evolve innovative replacement policies
tailored for the flow cache management in particular deployments. An extension of the replacement policy is
proposed to improve the already optimized policy even
further. The extension is based on an evolution of a replacement policy and a classifier of packet-header fields.
The results show a consistent decrease in an eviction ratio
in case of two considered problems – reduction of overall
number of evictions and reduction of eviction in case of
heavy-hitting flows.
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1. Introduction
Flow-based network traffic processing, that is, processing
packets based on some state information associated to the
flows which the packets belong to, is a key enabler for a
variety of network services and applications. This form of
stateful traffic processing is used in modern switches and
routers that contain flow tables to implement forwarding, firewalls, NAT, QoS, and collect measurements. The
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number of simultaneous flows increases with the growing
number of new services and applications. It has become a
challenge to keep a state per each flow in a network device
processing high speed traffic. Therefore, a flow table (i.e.,
a structure with flow states) must be stored in a memory
hierarchy. The memory closest to the processing is known
as a flow cache. Flow cache management plays an important role in terms of its effective utilization, which affects
the performance of the whole system.
Realistic policies (without a knowledge of the future) are
based on heuristics. The heuristics aim at achieving results of the optimal policy (with the knowledge of the future access pattern) by estimating the future access based
on the past access pattern. A large number of the heuristics was proposed in various areas (processor architecture,
web objects, databases). But network traffic exhibits specific characteristics, moreover, each network and link may
differ in its characteristics. Also each network application may install specific requirements on stateful traffic
processing. These specifics and requirements may render
standard replacement policies less effective.
To this end, this paper proposes an automated design of
cache replacement policy optimized to a deployment on
particular networks. Genetic Algorithm is proposed to
automate the design and the optimization process. Genetic Algorithm generates and evaluates evolved replacement policies by a simulation on the traffic traces until
it finds a fitting replacement policy. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by designing replacement policies for
two variations of the cache management problem. The
first variation is an evolution of the replacement policy
with an overall low number of state evictions from the
flow cache. The second variation represents an evolution
of the replacement policy with a low number of evictions
belonging to heavy-hitting flows only. Optimized replacement policies for both variations are found while experimenting with various encoding of the replacement policy and genetic operators. An extension of the replacement policy is also proposed. The extension complements
the replacement policy with an additional information extracted from packet headers.
The paper is divided into the following sections: Section 2
summarizes related work, utilized data sets and the flow
cache management problem, Section 3 proposes Genetic
Algorithm as a mean to design optimized replacement policy. Replacement policy is extended with classifier in Section 4. The experiments are presented in Section 5 and
the comparison with other policies in Section 6. Section
7 concludes the work and suggests future research.
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2. Background
2.1

1

IP flows

A flow F is a set of packets sharing a common identifier [3]. A commonly used identifier is a 5-tuple composed
of IP addresses, port numbers and protocol. A lifetime of
a flow is labeled as |F |t , the number of packets in a flow
is labeled as |F |p and the number of bytes in a flow is
labeled as |F |b .
We define a heavy-hitting flow (heavy-hitter) as the flow
that utilizes more than a certain percentage of the link
bandwidth. In order to avoid bias to short-lived flows
which overall do not carry significant amount of traffic, we
require the heavy-hitter to exist for at least five seconds
(based on experiments). Therefore, we compute a flow’s
link utilization as |F |b /max(5, |F |t ).
Throughout this paper, we group flows into three reference heavy-hitting categories based on their link utilization: L1 flows (> 0.1% of the link capacity), L2 (between
0.1% and 0.01%), L3 (between 0.01% and 0.001%) and
the rest L4 .

2.2

insert
0

Replacement policies

Replacement policies may be divided into several categories: recency, frequency and adaptive. To the best
of our knowledge none of the following policies except
LRU (Least Recently Used) has been tested for flow cache
management. LRU is a well-known example of recency
based replacement policy that is widely used for managing virtual memory, file buffer caches, and data buffers in
database systems. However, LRU caches are susceptible
to the eviction of frequently used items during a burst
of new items. Many efforts have been made to address
the inability to cope with access patterns with weak locality. For example, SLRU (Segmented LRU) keeps the
most utilized items in a protected segment which stays
intact during a burst of new access. Another example is
LRU-2 [7] which considers last two accesses rather than
the last access only.
LIRS (Low Inter-reference Recency Set) [4] policy manages heavily utilized and weakly utilized items in two separate LRU stacks. Authors of LIRS suggest to allocate
99% of cache size to the heavily utilized items (we use
this setup in our experiments).
LFU (Least Frequently Used) is a well-known example of
frequency based replacement policy. But LFU*-aging [8]
is often used rather than LFU. LFU*-aging overcomes
shortcomings of LFU. It prevents prioritization of very
popular items by limiting the access count. LFU*-aging
also periodically decreases the access count. This leads to
aging of very popular items which are no longer popular.
Lastly, it does not insert a new item in the cache if there
are items with more than one access only.
The adaptive policies [5, 2, 6] recognize deviance from a
normal patterns such as linear or cyclic access patterns.
If a specific pattern is recognized the adaptive policy may
change a strategy, for example to switch from LRU to
MRU (Most Recently Used) [6]. The characteristics of
network traffic renders it very hard to utilize these adaptive approaches since there are no truly obvious patterns
except large attacks which are hard to predict or detect
promptly.

2

3
acess ... pos t+1

Figure 1: Graphical representation of LRU replacement
policy. LRU = (0, (0, 0, 0, 0)).
Table 1: Traffic decomposition.
Mawi-14:00
Flows
Packets
Bytes
Snjc-13:00
Flows
Packets
Bytes
Vut-15:00
Flows
Packets
Bytes

2.3

L1
0,23%
31,97%
68,35%
L1
0,00%
0,36%
0,85%
L1
0,10%
55,64%
76,38%

L2
0,93%
18,92%
17,13%
L2
0,02%
10,15%
24,01%
L2
0,49%
15,22%
14,74%

L3
9,43%
20,71%
9,22%
L3
0,35%
17,07%
36,48%
L3
3,2%
13,38%
5,75%

Total
10 mil.
44 mil.
32 mil.
Total
8 mil.
137 mil.
83 mil.
Total
2,5 mil.
58 mil.
47 mil.

Flow cache and replacement policy

In our work, the flow cache is regarded as a list of up to N
flow states. This allows us to treat the cache management
problem as keeping the list of flows ordered by their probability of being evicted (highest goes last). Then, the role
of the replacement policy is to reorder flow states based
on their access pattern. Each packet causes one cache access and one execution of the policy. If the current packet
causes a cache miss (i.e., a new flow arrives) and the cache
is full then the flow at the end of the list is evicted.
Formally, we can express a RP that is based on the access
pattern as a pair (s, U ) where s is a scalar representing
an insert position in the list where new flow states are
inserted and U is a vector (u1 , u2 , . . . , uN ) which defines
how the flows are reordered. Specifically, when a flow
F stored at position post (F ) is accessed at time t, its
new position is chosen as post+1 (F ) = upost (F ) , while all
flows stored in between post+1 (F ) and post (F ) see their
position increased by one. As an example, in Figure 1 we
provide a graphical representation of the LRU policy for
a cache of size 4, which in our formulation is expressed as
LRU = (0, (0, 0, 0, 0)).
In a theoretical situation, the replacement policy keeps
all items globally ordered by their probability of being
evicted. But a practical implementations usually divide
the cache into equal-sized lists (of size R) which are managed independently. Such a scheme may be viewed as a
semi-associative cache or Naive Hash Table (NHT) if the
concept is based on using a hash to address a list. The
task of the replacement policy is to order flow states in
each list independently on others.

2.4

Data set

We use three traces of Internet traffic: a 15-min trace from
the Mawi archive collected at the 155 Mbps WIDE backbone link (samplepoint-F on March 4th 2010 at 14:00) [1],
and an anonymized, unidirectional 5-min trace from the
Caida archive collected at the 10 Gbps Equinix San Jose
link (dirA on July 7th 2009 at 13:00 UTC) [10] and VUT
15-min bidirectional campus trace collected on October
18th 2011 at 15:00.
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Table 1 summarizes the working dimensions of our traces
and show a breakdown of the composition of the three
flow categories.

3. Design by Genetic Algorithm
Finding a highly optimized RP for a particular network
application can be difficult. The design must consider
available cache size, flow size distribution, flow rate, and
other traffic dynamics. We propose using GA to explore
the space of possible RPs to evolve the most effective.

3.1

Fitness

A fitness function expresses a quality of the candidate
policies with respect to a given application, cache size and
traffic characteristics. Throughout this work we consider
two cache management problems – to achieve low number
of total evictions and to achieve low number of evictions
of states belonging to heavy-hitters. The fitness function
representing the first problem is expressed as:
X
ν F (S) + M,
(1)

based on a modification of the vector U encoding. A
new encoding is represented by a vector of triples Q =
((c0 , w0 , q0 ), . . . , (cZ−1 , wZ−1 , qZ−1 )) where cj defines the
number of items in a sequence, each sequence starts with
the value wj and qj = {0, 1} is incremented to the preceding value in the sequence, j = 0, . . . , Z − 1. Z is
the number of the sequences. For example, vector U =
(0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3) may be represented as Q = ((2, 0, 0),
(4, 0, 1)) – the first sequence contains two items with initial value 0 and increment 0, the second sequence contains
4 items with starting value zero
P and increment one. At
the same time it holds that j=0,...,Z−1 cj = R and for
each cj : 0 < cj ≤ 8. The first optimization
P is enforced
by constraining values wj to ranges 0, . . . , k=1,...,j−1 ck
for j > 0.
The vector Q may be transformed to vector U by the
following algorithm. For i = 0, . . . , R − 1:
ui = w0 + i ∗ q0 for 0 ≤ i < c1 ,
X
ui = wj + (i −
ck ) ∗ qj

F ∈{F0 ,...,FM }

for

where M is the number of flows and ν F (S) is the number
of cache misses of flow F under policy S. GA tries to
minimize the expression (1), i.e., the number of evictions.
In case of lowering the number of evicted flow states belonging to heavy-hitters, the fitness function captures differentiation by the heavy-hitter categories as:
X
100 · (
ν F (S) + |L1 |)+
F ∈L1

+10 · (

X

F ∈L2

+

ν F (S) + |L2 |)+

X

F ∈L3

(2)

ν F (S) + |L3 |,

where the number of evictions is weighted by the link utilization in each category. This assigns higher importance
to track the very large flows over the large flows which
themselves have higher importance than the medium flows.

3.2

Representation

We propose the vector-based definition to encode the representation of the candidate solution. A search space represented by such encoding contains RR+1 candidate solutions. We observe that without imposing any constraint
on the vector-based definition of RP, we allow candidate
solutions that perform very poorly or are very similar in
their structure. We introduce optimization to avoid generating bad policies and policies with similar structure.
The optimization Opt1 focuses on candidate policies that
do not utilize full length of the list due to unreachable
positions in the vector U . The optimization restricts a
value of each item ui in the vector U :
u0 = 0, ui = (0, . . . , i − 1), i = 1, . . . , R − 1.

(3)

The optimization allows for policies advancng a flow state
to a head of the list. Since a packet-arrival means an
access to the flow state such optimization is legitimate
and does not remove promising candidate solutions from
the search space of size R(R − 2)!.
The optimization Opt2 focuses on merging similar candidate policies into a single policy. The optimization is
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X

k=0,...,j−1

k=0,...,j−1

ck ≤ i <

X

(4)

(5)

ck .

k=0,...,j

This leads to a reduction of the search space by several
orders of magnitude. For line length R = 32 and Z = 8
the upper estimate is 3.3 · 1020 . The candidate solution
(s, Q) is decoded by (4), (5) into (s, U ) and evaluated by
the simulation of the replacement policy.

3.3

Genetic operators

Three types of mutation operators are defined for the representation (s, U ). The operator Omut alters the chromosome values to a random value with probability pmut .
The operator Ow−mut alters the chromosome values to a
random value with an increasing probability pmut (u) according to its index i. The operator Omut−1 increases or
decreases the value by a random increment from a set
{−1, . . . , 1} with an increasing probability pmut (u) according to its index i. In order to satisfy Opt1 the range
for items in vector U is constrained to 0, . . . , i − 1 for all
operators.
For the representation (s, Q) the only defined operator is
Omut implemented with constraints of Opt2 .
A one-point crossover and two-point crossover have been
tested on both representations. The effects of crossover
in comparison to mutations are negligible and are not
discussed further.

4.

Replacement Policy Extension

So far, only the access pattern (via a position in the list)
was utilized to perform replacement decisions. Specifically, a cache hit would always cause the searched flows
state to advance its position toward the head of the list.
This concept is extended with an ability to exploit information from header fields of the packets that cause a
cache hit. First, a set of packet fields that partially predict arrival of the next packet or the heavy-hitter must
be identified.
The analysis of relevant fields from a network and transport layer are performed. Based on this analysis following fields seems to be the most relevant for prediction:
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Figure 2: Normalized histograms of packet sizes with respect to the heavy-hitter category.

The decision tree should ideally complement the accessbased replacement policy. To this end, the replacement
policy is evolved together with the decision tree. It is
up to GA how the result of classification is utilized. The
extended replacement policy is defined as Sext = (s, U, A)
(respectively (s, Q, A)), where A is a vector of four values.
Each value corresponds to a length of the next packet
arrival or to the flow category. The position of flow state
after an update is computed as:
post+1 (F ) = upost (F ) + ak ,

(6)

where k is the result of classifier that is an index of a
particular category.

5. Experiments
In our approach, we start with a population of C = 6
candidate solutions generated at random. The population
size is a trade-off between evolution progress and population diversity. A large population means having a long
time between replacement of generations due to lengthy
evaluation of all candidate solutions. On the other hand,
a small population cannot afford preserving currently lowscored solutions which could become good solutions. We
use a relatively small population so the evolution process can progress faster allowing the RP to be potentially
adapted to ongoing traffic. During each step of evolution,
10 parents out of 5 candidates are selected using tournament selection to produce offspring. Then, mutation
operators are applied and the resulting offspring is evaluated by the fitness function. In each generation, the candidates are replaced by the offspring except if the current
generation contains the best candidate which is preserved
(so called elitism). The experiments are done for various
cache sizes. Throughout the experiments we use the flow
cache of 8 K states simulated on Mawi-2010/04/14-14:00
trace.
Many experiments with various genetic operators and representations have been done. Only the most important

0
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Generation

150

200

Figure 3: Evolution for Opt1 and Omut with pmut (u) =
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 (average from ten runs).
955000
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p=0.3

950000
Fitness score

IP protocol, TCP Flags, TCP Window and Total Length.
Figure 2 shows normalized histograms of flow sizes for
several packet lengths. It is evident that certain packet
sizes (larger than 1000 B) are more likely to appear when
the packet belongs to the heavy-hitter.
Only a combination of these fields may achieve a reasonably precise prediction.The combination is done by a decision tree which is trained on a trace annotated by flow
size or next packet arrival.
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Figure 4: Evolution for Opt1 and Omut with pmut = 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 (an average from ten runs).

ones are presented. Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the
difference between representations Opt1 and Opt2 . The
figures depict evolution of a replacement policy reducing
the total number of evictions. The graph plots the fitness
score of the best candidate in each generation averaged
over ten runs. Although representation Opt2 is more constraining in terms of the structure of the update vector
better solutions are evolved. This is due to a significant
reduction of the search space to the promising solutions.
The best replacement policies are found using Opt2 representation and Omut with pmut = 0.2. The best evolved
replacement policy lowering the total number of evictions
is called GARP (Genetic Algorithm Replacement Policy).
The policy is depicted on Figure 5. The best evolved
replacement policy lowering the number of evictions for
heavy-hitters is called GARP-Large (GARP-Large). The
policy is depicted on Figure 6.
Figure 7 depicts the capability of GA to evolve replacement policy together with a classifier. Minimum, maximum and average fitness values are averaged over ten
runs. During the first 50 generations GA finds a sufficiently good candidate (see the minimum) but still new
and possibly bad candidates are generated (see the maximum). For the rest of the evolution GA is focused on optimizing candidates from a local set of solutions. Based on
the observation of the classification vector A, GA decides
to employ classification results to identify infinite and long
intervals between subsequent packets of the same flow and
to identify L1 and L4 flows in case of the heavy-hitters.

6.

Results

We have compared the performance of GARP and GARPLarge with that of LRU, LRU-2, SLRU, LIRS, EXP1,
LFU*-aging, S3 -LRU-7 [9] and the optimal policy OPT.
OPT uses the knowledge about future packet arrivals or
knowledge about heavy-hitters and their remaining du-
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Table 2: Comparison of replacement policies in the ability
to reduce the eviction rate (the flow cache size is 64K flow
states for Snjc trace and 8K for Mawi and Vut trace).
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Figure 7: Evolution for Opt1 and Omut with pmut = 0.15
(an average from ten runs).

ration. The evaluation is performed with cache sizes of
64K, 96K, 128K, 160K flow states for Snjc data set, and
with 4K, 8K, 12K and 16K flow states for Mawi and Vut.
The line size is 32 states.
Table 2 captures the results when considering the problem of reducing the total number of evictions. For each
policy, the table contains the ratio of evictions to the total number of packets (M1 ) and the increase in the number of reported flows (M2 ); if a flow is evicted before its
end then two or more flows are reported. The results in
Table 2 show that the frequency based policies such as
EXP1 or LFU*-aging are not designed to cope with the
specific characteristics of the network traffic. Recency
based policies such as LIRS, LRU, SLRU perform better.
Interestingly, LRU and LRU-2 provide the same results.
The LRU-2 reduces to a plain LRU if there are states
with no more than a single packet received. Since the
traffic contains many of such flows both policies select
the same flow states for eviction most of the time. SLRU
performs close the optimized GARP. The size of the protected segment was set up to 7 flow states according to
the experiments with various sizes of protected segment.

Policy
EXP1
LFU*aging
LIRS
LRU-3
LRU-2
LRU
SLRU-7
GARP
GARP +
+ Class.
OPT

Mawi-14:15
M1
M2
18,8 257,1
8,3 169,1

Snjc-13:05
M1
M2
17,7 298,3
5,8 163,8

Vut-15:05
M1
M2
19,9 600,5
2,5 162,6

7,8
6,1
6,1
6,1
6
5,3
4,4

164,2
150,8
150,8
150,8
149,1
144,8
139,8

6,8
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,3
4,1
3,8

174,3
148,6
148,6
148,6
146,4
144,1
139,2

3,1
2,4
2,4
2,4
2,3
2
1,9

177,1
159,2
159,2
159,2
157,7
151,6
150

1,9

115,6

0,9

109,3

0,9

122,7

GARP and GARP with classifier of next packet arrivals
operate closest to the achievable minimum represented by
the OPT.
Table 3 captures the results when considering the problem
of reducing the number of evicted heavy-hitters on the
Mawi trace. The results display the ratio of evicted heavyhitter states to the total number of heavy-hitter packets
for each category (M3 ) and the ratio of heavy-hitters that
witness at least one miss to the total number of heavyhitters (M4 ).
The results show that GARP-Large outperforms other
RPs and even the S3 -LRU-7 policy which is specifically
designed to prioritize heavy-hitter flow states, or SLRU21 where a large protected segment for 21 flow states allows keeping heavy-hitters protected against small flows.
Most of the heavy-hitters do not witness any cache miss
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Table 3: Comparison of heavy-hitter replacement policies
on the Mawi-14:15 data set.

Policy
LFU*-aging
LIRS
LRU-2
LRU
SLRU-21
S3 -LRU-7
GARP-L.
GARP-L. +
+ Class.
OPT-L.

L1
29%
21%
19%
19%
14%
5%
4%
2%

M3
L2
37%
33%
30%
30%
17%
14%
8%
3%

L3
21%
27%
10%
10%
8%
21%
12%
8%

L1
79%
50%
79%
79%
33%
26%
9%
6%

M4
L2
91%
88%
95%
95%
47%
68%
21%
6%

L3
85%
71%
48%
48%
22%
55%
34%
22%

0%

1%

6%

0%

2%

36%

(see the low number of M4 ). Moreover, if a heavy-hitter
witnesses the cache miss it is the only one in most of the
cases (75%).

7. Conclusion
This work was focused on the optimization of network
flow monitoring by designing the customized replacement
policy for the flow cache. To this end, the GA was proposed to evolve the replacement policies that would fit
a particular utilization. The evolved replacement policies were compared with other policies in terms of reducing the number of total evictions and evictions of heavyhitters. The results showed that GA is capable to evolve
the optimized replacement policies which work close to the
optimal solution. The replacement policy extension was
proposed to complement replacement policy with predictive information from the packet headers. The extension
brought the replacement policies even closer to the optimum. The approach proposed in this work may find its
utilization in various applications, such as route caching,
software defined networking and NetFlow monitoring.
The future work will be focused on improving the classification procedure. If the results of classification or certain
statistics were stored in the flow state the classification
would have been more precise. Another challenge is to
evolve the policy in an online manner.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank his
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Abstract
3D interfaces allow easy and intuitive human-computer
communication. These 3D interfaces are most often used
in the virtual reality (VR) and VR systems. This fact was
the reason for creation of this dissertation thesis which
focuses on the formal description of the process of VR
system creation. Thesis is divided into ﬁve sections. The
ﬁrst section presents the current state of the VR, 3D interfaces and formalization of the creation of the VR system. The second section deals with the description of
VR system creation using formal methods. For description of this creation was used modiﬁed waterfall model.
Thesis focuses on the second step of this modiﬁed model Analysis. Seven categories were identiﬁed for this analysis
and each one category creates a logical group of possibilities that can be used for the VR system analysis. The
third section focuses on questionnaires which were created for the needs of this thesis. Questions in the questionnaire were divided into two groups. The ﬁrst group
was focused on students’ actual state of knowledge about
3D interfaces and VR technologies. The second group
of questions was focused on students’ suggestions to VR
systems which were created using deﬁned formal description. Suggestions were used to modify and improve these
VR systems. The fourth section presents in detail VR
systems that use 3D interfaces and were created using deﬁned formal description and modiﬁed using suggestions
from questionnaires. The last part summarizes the dissertation thesis results and its contribution to the science
and the practice.

I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality; I.3.8 [Computer
Graphics]: Applications

Keywords
3D interfaces, virtual reality, virtual-reality systems, formalization

1. Introduction
Since the creation of the ﬁrst computer systems it was necessary to solve communication between humans and computers (human-computer interaction, HCI). These ﬁrst
systems were controlled by a signaling system that offered a limited form of communication between human
and computer system. However, development of new technologies also allowed development of new types of interfaces. These new interfaces brought a wide spectrum
of new possibilities for the human-computer interaction.
The development of interfaces and technologies also allowed computer systems to adapt to human, and not vice
versa (human-centered computing, HCC). Currently, interfaces are divided into three types:
1. character interfaces (command line, terminal),
2. graphics interfaces (Graphic User Interface, GUI),
3. bio-adapted interfaces, natural interfaces and interfaces based on virtual reality technologies.
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I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware Architecture;
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3D interfaces belong into the third type and allow easy
and interactive human-computer communication (e.g. motion control of gaming consoles, touch control of mobile
phones, tablets and notebooks, voice control and others).
3D scanners, data gloves, position trackers, 3D displays,
augmented reality, touch screens/displays, 3D printers
and others belongs to the 3D interfaces. Laboratory of
intelligent interfaces of communication and information
systems (Slovak acronym LIRKIS) was created at our
department (Department of Computers and Informatics,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, Technical university of Košice, DCI FEEI TU of Košice) to
study 3D interfaces and their problematic.
These 3D interfaces are most often used in the virtual
reality (VR) and VR systems. This fact was the reason
for creation of this dissertation thesis which focuses on the
formal description of the process of VR system creation.
Another goal of this dissertation thesis was to point out
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the complexity of the 3D models creation process, which
are integral part of these systems. To address the goals
it was necessary to study the problematic of VR systems,
3D interfaces and the current state of the VR systems
formalization.
Based on the studied problematic and the practical experiences (earned from creation of the previous VR systems)
was created formal description of the process of the VR
system creation. Several VR systems were created using these description. For creation of these systems was
used hardware and 3D interfaces located at the DCI and
LIRKIS laboratory.

2. Overview of the Current State of Problematic
2.1 Virtual-Reality System
VR system represents an interactive computer system that
is able to create an illusion of physical presence in places
in the real world or in imaginary worlds.
VR systems can be divided according to used hardware
and software resources into four types [8]: Input VR, Basic VR, Intermediate VR and Immersive VR.
VR systems can be also divided based on dynamics of
observer and environment. This categorization divides
VR systems into these four classes [8]:
1. SESO class (static environment - static observer),
2. DESO class (dynamic environment - static observer),
3. SEDO class (static environment - dynamic observer),
4. DEDO class (dynamic environment - dynamic observer).
Subsystems of VR systems are divided according to senses
which they aﬀect [9]: Visualization subsystem, Acoustic
subsystem, Kinematic and statokinetic subsystem, Touch
subsystem and Other senses (e.g. sense of smell, taste,
sensibility to pheromones).
For creation of the VR system can be used several software tools which can be divided into these three groups:
visualization engines of VR systems, applications for 3D
models creation and scripting languages.

2.2 3D Interfaces and their Technologies
This chapter provides a brief overview of 3D interfaces
and their technologies [10][6]:
1. 3D Scanners: A 3D scanner is a device that analyzes a real-world object or environment to collect
data on its shape and possibly its appearance (i.e.
color). 3D model acquisition process consists of two
stages: 3D scanning and data processing. Based
on the used technology, 3D scanners can be divided
into two categories: contact and non-contact scanners. Non-contact scanners can be further divided
into two categories: passive and active.
2. Data gloves: A data glove is a device, which serves
for capturing mechanical and gesture information
from the hand. Various technologies are used for

capturing this information from the hand. These
technologies can be divided into two categories [3]:
determining the shape of the hand and position tracking. The shape of the hand and ﬁngers are determined by various types of bending sensors. The
hand position and rotation is sensed in the 3D space
using position tracking.
3. Head mounted display: A head mounted display
(HMD) is a display device, worn on the head (or as
part of a helmet), that has small display optic in
front of one (monocular HMD) or each eye (binocular HMD). HMD are used in virtual reality and
augmented reality applications. Another classiﬁcation of HMDs is based on how the user sees real
world. This classiﬁcation divides HMDs into two
categories: immersive and see-through. See-through
HMDs have two subcategories: video see-through
and optical see-through. HMD position and orientation is sensed in 3D space using position tracking.
4. Interface for walking: Interfaces for walking use
various techniques that allow users to move in any
direction. These interfaces can use for example movable tiles, a torus treadmill or surfaces with the
shape of sphere. For motion in a virtual environment can be also used systems that use a bicycle,
gestures sensing or linear treadmills, but these systems don’t allow natural motion of the user.
5. Position tracking: Position tracking serves for
sensing user’s position and rotation in a 3D space.
Position tracking devices are divided into these categories (depending on the technology used for position and rotation tracking) [4]: mechanical, magnetic, ultrasonic, optical and inertial trackers.
6. 3D displays: 3D displays can be divided according
to the used technology into holographic displays, volumetric displays, light field displays and stereoscopic
displays. Stereoscopic displays are the most aﬀordable 3D displays currently. This type of displays is
further divided into passive, active and autostereoscopic displays.
7. Augmented reality: There are several deﬁnitions
of augmented reality (AR). One of them was deﬁned by Ronald Azuma [1]. This deﬁnition says
that AR combines real and virtual, is interactive in
real time and is registered in 3D. Based on how a
user sees augmented reality there can be two types
of systems: optical see-through systems and video
see-through systems. According to the method how
virtual objects are aligned with a real scene image
there are two systems used: marker systems and
markerless (semi-markerless) systems.
8. Rapid prototyping: Rapid prototyping is rapid
manufacturing technology that creates 3D models
of objects from thin layers. Creation of such as object consists from several steps. In the ﬁrst step a
computer model of object is created. In the second step the computer model is divided into thin
layers. In the third step virtual layers are used for
creation of physical layers from which the ﬁnal physical model is created. There are several rapid prototyping technologies, e.g. stereolithography, selective
laser sintering or 3D printing [2].
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9. Touch screens: Touch screens allow easy, eﬀective
and interactive interaction with the displayed content. There are several ways how touch screens determine position of the ﬁnger on the screen. Current
touch screens use infrared light, change in resistivity
and change in capacity [5].

2.3 Formalization and VR Systems
The formalization of the entire process of the VR system
creation is not the main research area of researchers and
developers in these days. The researchers and developers rather focus on solving of local (partial) VR system
problems, which are related to:
1. description of interaction techniques in virtual environments,
2. description of time dependencies in distributed virtual environments,
3. description of VR scene using scene graph,
4. description of VR objects,
5. communication between interfaces and VR system
engine.

3. Goals of the Dissertation Thesis
The dissertation thesis was focused on formalization of the
entire process of VR system creation. Individual goals of
the dissertation thesis:
1. Formalization and description of the process of VR
system creation.
2. Formalization and description of the VR system runtime.
3. Creation of VR systems using deﬁned formal description and using hardware and interfaces which
are located at the DCI and at the LIRKIS laboratory.
4. Testing of created VR systems and their subsequent
modiﬁcation according to feedbacks obtained from
tests.

4. Chosen Methods
These methods and ways of solution were used to achieve
goals deﬁned in previous section:
1. Detail analysis of VR systems and 3D interfaces using knowledge gained from the study of literature
and from creation of previous VR systems.
2. Deﬁnition of a life cycle model for the process of VR
system creation and the deﬁnition of its individual
steps.
3. Identiﬁcation of categories which creates logical
groups of possibilities for the VR system analysis.
4. Detail description of these categories using ﬂow
graphs, data-ﬂow graphs and timed colored Petri
nets.
5. Creation of VR systems using deﬁned formal description and available hardware and 3D interfaces.

Figure 1: Modified Waterfall model for the VR
system creation.
6. Testing of created VR systems and their subsequent
modiﬁcation according to feedbacks obtained from
surveys (using SWOT analysis).

5. Obtained Results
5.1 Formalization of the process of the VR System
Creation
VR system creation is a complicated process that consists
of several steps which a creator of the VR system needs to
know. Currently there is no uniform and comprehensive
description of these steps what causes problems in the VR
systems creation. To solve these problems a description
was proposed. This description use Waterfall model [7]
that was modiﬁed for the VR system creation needs. The
dissertation thesis mainly focuses on the description of
the second step of this modiﬁed model - Analysis.

5.1.1 VR System Life Cycle
A waterfall model was chosen for the description of the
VR system life cycle. This model was subsequently modiﬁed to the needs of VR system, whereas hardware and
software are much more closely tied in the VR system
than in the software system. Modiﬁcations made in the
Waterfall model:
1. steps System requirements and Software requirements
was joined into one step - Requirements definition,
2. step Program design was changed to Design,
3. step Coding was changed to Implementation.
This modiﬁed Waterfall model has six steps (see Figure 1):
requirements definition, analysis, design, implementation,
testing and system delivery and maintenance.
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Table 1: Relation between interfaces, parameters and subsystems of the VR systems (part of the table).

2. Interfaces of the VR system: Currently, there
are a lot of interfaces which can be used in the
VR system creation. These interfaces diﬀer from
each other for example by their price or complexity.
Therefore were designed ﬁve subcategories which
can be used for analysis of the currently most widely
used VR system interfaces.
(a) First subcategory - distribution of interfaces
based on their type (input/output).
(b) Second subcategory - distribution of interfaces
based on their complexity (basic, intermediate,
immersive).
(c) Third subcategory - distribution of interfaces
based on the subsystems of VR systems in which
they are used.
Figure 2: Data flow between engine, subsystems
and computing part of the VR system.

5.1.2 Analysis
VR system analysis is not a trivial problem, because there
are a lot of possibilities how this analysis can be done.
Therefore, seven categories were designed. These categories unite mentioned possibilities into logical groups.
Tables, ﬂow graphs, data-ﬂow graphs and simulation networks (using timed color Petri nets), which formally describe individual possibilities of the VR system analysis,
were created based on these categories.
Analysis Based on Hardware
VR system hardware can be divided into two parts (computing hardware and interfaces). Because of this, analysis
based on hardware is divided into two parts:
1. Computing hardware of the VR system: this
hardware can be made from one or more computing units. During the analysis based on hardware,
it is also important to take into consideration the
network infrastructure which interconnects individual computing units. It is also necessary to consider
the possibility of using computing on graphics cards
(GPGPU) which can signiﬁcantly improve calculation performance.

(d) Fourth subcategory - distribution of interfaces
based on their parameters.
(e) Fifth subcategory - distribution of interfaces
based on possibility of their combination.
Two tables were created based on these subcategories:
1. Table that describes relation between interfaces, parameters and subsystems of the VR systems. Part
of this table is shown in the table above (Table 1).
2. Table that describes combination possibilities of individual VR system interfaces.
Analysis based on software
In this analysis it is necessary to focus on parameters (options) oﬀered by VR system software. These parameters
can be divided according to subsystems of VR systems
and software types in which are implemented. A table was
created based on this distribution. This table describes
relation between parameters, subsystems of the VR systems and software types. Part of this table is shown in
the next table (Table 2).
Analysis based on the data flow between individual parts of the VR system
This analysis can be divided into two parts:
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Table 2: Relation between parameters, VR subsystems and software types (part of the table).

1. Data flow between engine, subsystems and
computing part of the VR system (Figure 2) in this data ﬂow were identiﬁed tree sub data ﬂows:
(a) data ﬂow between subsystems and engine of the
VR system,
(b) data ﬂow between engine and computing part
of the VR system,
(c) data ﬂow inside the VR system engine.
2. Data flow between interfaces (devices) and
engine of the VR system (Figure 3) - in this
data ﬂow were identiﬁed three parts which enter to
the communication process between interfaces and
engine of the VR system:
(a) Inputs: here belongs any input and inputoutput (input part) interfaces together with input data,
(b) Outputs: here belongs any output and inputoutput (output part) interfaces together with
output data,
(c) VR system engine.
Analysis based on creation of 3D models / world
for the VR system
There are three ways how to create a 3D model:
1. 3D scanning - 3D scanning process consists from
two steps, as was mentioned before:
(a) 3D scanning - scanning of an object according
to parameters deﬁned in the preparation phase,
(b) data processing - this step consists of three parts
which could be combined together: point-cloud
triangulation, aligning and merging of scans and
mesh simplifying (optional step).
2. 3D modeling - 3D modeling applications can be
used in this method. 3D modeling process consists
from these steps: 3D model creation, texturing and
creation of animation for created 3D model.
3. their combination.

Figure 3: Data flow between interfaces (devices)
and engine of the VR system.

Analysis based on VR objects
The whole VR system can be deﬁned as strictly object
system. This means that everything that exists in the
VR system is an object (maps, buildings, sensors etc.).
Even the VR system itself can be deﬁned as object which
contains other objects [9]. In terms of such deﬁnition it is
possible to exploit the features of inheritance, encapsulation and polymorphism. Hierarchy of objects in terms of
the VR system is shown in Figure 4.
As can be seen from the picture, the VR objects contains
two blocks: behaviour and representation. The behaviour
block describes the logic of the object. The representation
block contains frames which are distributed according to
the subsystems of the VR systems. Local information of
one frame (e.g. sound of the object in acoustic frame)
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are used only by this frame and therefore are invisible for
other frames. Global information are needed for all frames
and therefore are shared (e.g. position of the object).
Analysis based on the optimization of the VR system performance
Optimization of the VR system performance can be divided to four parts. Therefore was this analysis divided
to four levels:
1. Optimization on the level of the computing
hardware - Solution to this optimization is replacement of whole computing unit (units) or replacement / modiﬁcation of its (their) individual parts.
2. Optimization on the level of the VR system
engine - This optimization can be done by increasing calculation eﬃciency or reducing requirements
for the VR system engine.
3. Optimization on the level of the input data This optimization is based on the reduction of the
input data for applications running in the VR system.
4. Optimization on the level of the output data
- This optimization is based on the reduction of the
data ﬂow for VR system outputs (input/output interfaces, output interfaces, output data).

at the end of the semester) had also three questions. Its
purpose was to determine what students think about VR
systems and equipment with which they work during the
semester and how to modify them. Questionnaire also focused on the students’ satisfaction with the quality of the
SVR course.

5.2.1 Questionnaires (start of the semester)
Questions in the questionnaire:
1. Do you know how following 3D interfaces work?
2. With which 3D interfaces have you met?
3. Where have you met 3D interfaces from the question
n. 2? (possible answers: home, school, shop, friend
and other)
3D interfaces in the questionnaire: 3D scanners, data
gloves, head mounted displays, walk simulation interfaces,
position tracking, 3D displays, 3D cameras, augmented
reality, 3D printers and touch screens.
Evaluation of the results obtained from the questionnaires:
1. Question n. 1: Most known 3D interfaces are
3D displays (95.3%) and 3D cameras (89%). Least
known 3D interfaces are walk simulation interfaces
(3.1%).

Analysis based on the parallelization
Data creation for the VR system and data processing
in the VR system requires large demands on computing
power and time. Solution to this problem is the use of
parallelization. This parallelization can be performed on
the level of data processing and 3D model creation.

2. Question n. 2: Most students have met with 3D
displays (96.9%), touch screens (96.9%) and position tracking (73.4%). Approximately 36% of students have met 3D cameras. 20% of students met
augmented reality. Other interfaces have less then
10%.

1. Data processing - this parallelization can be further divided:

3. Question n. 3: Most students have met with
3D interfaces at shop (32%). Worst percentage had
school (only 13%).

(a) according to the number of computational nodes
- one node vs. multi-node systems,
(b) according to the level of parallelism in the VR
system - parallelism on the level of VR worlds,
VR subsystems, VR objects, VR frames and
algorithms.
2. 3D model creation - parallelization on this level
can be divided into three groups:
(a) parallelization in the creation of a single object
(scanning and modeling),
(b) parallelization in the creation of several objects
using 3D scanning,
(c) parallelization in the creation of several objects
using 3D modeling.

5.2 Questionnaires
Two questionnaires were created for the needs of this dissertation thesis. 64 students of the Virtual reality systems
(SVR) course participated in the testing using these questionnaires. The ﬁrst questionnaire (given to students at
the start of the semester) had three questions and was
focused on the current knowledge of students about VR
technologies. The second questionnaire (given to students

5.2.2 Questionnaires (end of the semester)
Questions in the questionnaire:
1. Rate VR systems and devices with which you have
met in LIRKIS laboratory. (4 - best, 0 - worst)
2. How would you modify / improve VR systems and
devices in LIRKIS laboratory?
3. What would you add, change or remove from SVR
course?
VR systems and devices in the LIRKIS laboratory: stereoscopic VR system (INFITEC), stereoscopic displaying system (anaglyph), passive stereoscopic 3D display, system
for autostereoscopic 3D visualization, augmented reality
system (head mounted display), system for 3D scanning
and system for 3D printing.
Evaluation of the results obtained from the questionnaires:
1. Question n. 1: Best average rate gain system for
autostereoscopic 3D visualization (3.68). Worst average rate gain stereoscopic displaying system using
anaglyph technology (1.58).
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Figure 4: Frames of the VR objects according to the definition.
2. Questions n. 2 and n. 3: Suggestions obtained
from students were used for the improvement of created VR systems and SVR course.

5.3 Proposed VR systems
Several VR systems were created using deﬁned formal description and suggestions gained from questionnaires. For
creation of these systems was used hardware and 3D interfaces located at the DCI and in the LIRKIS laboratory.
Created VR systems (from simple to more complex):
1. System for 3D model creation based on real object,
2. System for stereoscopic 3D visualization (circular
polarization),
3. System for autostereoscopic 3D visualization,
4. System for stereoscopic 3D visualization (INFITEC),
5. System for 3D printing,

(a) For the formal description was in this work
used waterfall model, which was subsequently
modiﬁed according to the needs of VR system
creation. The work itself was focused on the
second step of this modiﬁed model - Analysis.
For this step was deﬁned seven categories which
bring innovative view on the analysis step and
create logic groups for individual analysis possibilities. These categories allow detail analysis
of VR system whereby allow exact speciﬁcation
of key parameters for this system.
(b) Detail description of individual categories allows creation of the VR system for people who
have only basic knowledge about this problematic.
(c) Two tables were created for analysis based on
hardware. First table brings innovative view
on the classiﬁcation of interfaces used in VR
systems. Second table brings innovative view
on the possible combinations of VR system interfaces.

6. System for augmented reality,
7. System for visualization of urban areas,
8. Drawing system,
9. System for preservation of cultural heritage.

6. Benefits of the dissertation thesis
Dissertation thesis was focused on the creation and runtime of VR systems that use 3D interfaces. According
to the deﬁned goals were achieved following results and
beneﬁts:
1. Formalization and description of the VR system creation:

2. Formalization and description of the VR system runtime: Description of the data ﬂow between
the individual parts of the VR system during its runtime was used for formal description of the VR system runtime (this description is part of the analysis
based on the data ﬂow).
3. Detail description of the entire process of 3D
model creation using 3D scanners and 3D
modeling applications: This description brought
comprehensive view on the process of the 3D model
creation using both approaches. Graph, which was
created for this description, allows identiﬁcation of
the best method for 3D model creation which leads
to reduction of errors.
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4. Creation of VR systems using 3D interfaces:
Several VR systems were created using deﬁned formal description. These systems were used not only
for testing and presentation purposes but were also
used for solving of problems which arisen from requirements of practice (preservation of the cultural
heritage - 3D model creation of the State theatre of
Košice and St. Michael chapel using 3D scanning).
5. Creation of the questionnaires and modification of VR systems based on the gathered
data:
(a) The primary purpose of these questionnaires
was to obtain feedback from students about
the created VR systems. Questionnaires shown
that students were impressed by these VR systems.
(b) The questionnaires also shown that students
are interested in the issue of VR technologies
and 3D interfaces.
In response to the previous results, dissertation thesis also
brought other beneﬁts:
1. Experiences earned about the 3D model creation
(using 3D scanning and 3D modeling) have been
implemented into the Virtual reality systems (SVR)
course.
2. Created VR systems have allowed students to work
with the latest 3D interfaces.
3. Several created bachelor thesis and semester projects
were consulted by the doctoral student. This thesis
and projects were focused on the 3D scanning, 3D
printing, gesture recognition using data glove and
augmented reality.
4. This thesis laid the foundations for the future study
of 3D interfaces and VR systems at the DCI. Also
laid the basis for a new grant tasks, future dissertation theses and cooperation with a practice.
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in Informatics and Information Technologies
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We are pleased to present a collection of papers on various topics within the area of Informatics and Information Technologies (IIT). The whole collection has been authored by students
of all three levels of university education – the undegraduate,
the graduate (master) and the postgraduate (doctoral). We approached selected authors of papers originally presented at the
annual IIT Student Research Conference, IIT.SRC 2013 which
was organized by the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava and attended by its students studying various study programmes at its Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies.
The IIT.SRC Conference has its program committee, reviewers,
reviewing process and accepting/rejection procedure. This year,
the Conference attracted 85 research papers from which 77 papers authored by 89 student authors were accepted (12 bachelor,
32 master, 33 doctoral papers). The number of papers slightly
varies each year. This year we have noticed little decrease in
bachelor and master categories and an increase in doctoral category comparing to IIT.SRC 2012.
A special award committee reevaluated all the papers and selected the best ones in two main categories: 5 papers for Dean’s
award and 1 best paper authored by Bachelor, Master and Doctoral authors each. Thus in this second round of selection process, totally 8 papers were selected out of those 77 accepted.
This selection became the basis for our editorial work on this
special section. We re-read carefully each of these awarded papers and were pleased to be able to conclude that indeed, they
(more precisely, their authors) could be invited to submit an
amended version of their paper to this special section. >From
the 8 papers we present here 6 revised amended papers.
Two authors politely declined our invitation as they have already
submitted or were in the process of submitting their papers elsewhere. There are even cases of other authors who were able
to write new papers based on a substantial expansion of their
awarded papers and submit them to international conferences
or scientific journals. Some of them have got their new paper
already accepted for publication at time of publication of this issue.
The papers in this section appear sorted by name of the first author, which is a rather arbitrary criterion. Let us present here
the papers according to their broad themes. These 6 papers
cover topics of computer vision (M. Jakab, M. Kottman), information systems (P. Krátky, J. Ševcech), computer networks
(M. Olšovský) and artificial intelligence (D. Soós). M. Jakab
presents an approach to image recognition on mobile platform
using local descriptors. Descriptor based on a histogram of intensity of the selected pixels around the key-point is used in the

Pavol Návrat

Faculty of Informatics and Information
Technologies, Slovak University of Technology,
Ilkovičova, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
navrat@fiit.stuba.sk

combination with FAST key-point detector. M. Kottman is concerned with binary feature descriptors, which allow to capture
much larger number of features comparing with traditional descriptors based on numeric vectors. He prosed an extension of
the FREAK descriptor by extending the sampling from a single pair comparison to sampling multiple points along a line between a pair. P. Krátky explores user profiling options of computer games by examining how game features and personality
traits affect user (player) engagement and game play. J. Ševcech
proposed a method for searching related web documents to currently studied document employing annotations created by the
reader. Annotations serve as indicators of the reader’s interest in
particular parts of the document. A particular contribution to the
domain of computer networks can be found in the paper multiparameter TCP congestion control by M. Olšovský. The author
proposes an advanced notification system for TCP congestion,
which allows TCP flows prioritization based on the flow age and
carried priority. D. Soós investigates optimization algorithm inspired by social insect behavior where a swarm of bees interacts
with the whole beehive based on principles of multiagent approach and new solutions are generated each generation thanks
to the mutation.
These 6 papers give a reasonably good overview of scope and
quality of the student research at the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava in the areas of informatics and information
technologies. To give a reader broader view into the topics researched by students and presented at the student research conference IIT.SRC 2013 we include the list of all awarded papers
including those presented in this section.
We hope this special section will encourage our students even
more to work hard in their research projects to achieve excellent
results. We also hope their results will be interesting to a wider
community.

IIT.SRC 2013 Awarded Papers
Best Paper Award

Bachelor (Bc.) Degree Program Category
Marek Jakab: Planar Object Recognition in an Augmented
Reality Application on Mobile Devices
(supervisor: Vanda Benešová)
Master (Ing.) Degree Program Category
Ján Súkeník: Detection of Code Clones: Necessity or a
Myth? (supervisor: Peter Lacko)
Doctoral (PhD.) Degree Program Category
Michal Olšovský: Advanced Notification System for TCP
Congestion Control (supervisor: Margaréta Kotočová)
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Dean’s Award
• Peter Krátky: What Makes the Best Computer Game?
How Game Features Affect Game Play
(supervisor: Jozef Tvarožek)
• Michal Kottman: Improving Binary Feature Descriptors
Using Spatial Structure (supervisor: Martin Šperka)
• Karol Rástočný: Usability of Anchoring Algorithms for
Source Code (supervisor: Mária Bieliková)
• Daniel Soós: Optimization Algorithm Inspired by Social
Insect Behaviour in Comparison with Hill Climbing
(supervisor: Dávid Chalupa)
• Jakub Ševcech: Related Documents Search Using User
Created Annotations (supervisor: Mária Bieliková)
ACM Slovakia Chapter Prize
• Jozef Harinek: Extracting Keywords from Educational Content (supervisor: Marián Šimko)
• Michal Kompan: User’s Satisfaction Modelling in Personalized Recommendations (supervisor: Mária Bieliková)

• Štefan Sabo: Social Insect Inspired Approach for Visualization and Tracking of Stories on the Web
(supervisor: Pavol Návrat)
• Ivan Srba: A Study on Influence of Students’ Personal
Characteristics on Collaborative Learning
(supervisor: Mária Bieliková)
• Jakub Šimko: Crowdsourcing in the Class
(supervisor: Mária Bieliková)
Czechoslovakia Section of IEEE Prize
• Martin Hrubý: Traffic Engineering Based on Statistical
Modeling (supervisor Margaréta Kotočová)
• Štefan Krištofík: Efficient Repair Rate Estimation of Redundancy Analysis Algorithms for Embedded Memories
(supervisor: Elena Gramatová)
• Marián Maruniak: Binary Decision Diagram Optimization Method Based on Multiplexer Reduction Methods
(supervisor: Peter Pištek)
• Martin Nagy: New Security Architecture for Mobile Data
Networks (supervisor: Ivan Kotuliak)
• Martin Vojtko: Modular Operating System
(supervisor: Tibor Krajčovič)

Real Time Implementation of HIPs Descriptor on Android
Mobile Platform in an Augmented Reality Application
∗

Marek Jakab

Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies
Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
Ilkovičova 3, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia
marko.jakab@gmail.com

Abstract

Categories and Subject Descriptors

The purpose of our research is to develop an application
of augmented reality on mobile device, which is educative
and entertaining for its users – children. A user is asked to
capture images using a camera built in the mobile device
and the application will provide a supplementary information into the image in the real time. The augmented
information could be for example a text or graphics in
the same image. Typically, the images are taken from
children books. The key task of our application is the
problem of image recognition on mobile platform using
local descriptors. Our goal is to develop an application
which is running in real time. Currently available descriptors included in OpenCV library are well designed, some
of them are scale and rotation invariant, but most of them
are time and memory consuming and hence not suitable
for mobile platform. Therefore we decided to develop a
fast binary descriptor based on the Histogram of Intensity
PatcheS (HIPs) originally proposed by Simon Taylor et al.
To train the descriptor, we need a set of images derived
from a reference picture taken under varying viewing conditions and varying geometry. Our descriptor is based on
a histogram of intensity of the selected pixels around the
key-point. We use this descriptor in the combination with
the FAST key-point detector and a sophisticated method
of key-points selection is then used with the aim to reduce
the computation time.

I.4.7 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Feature Measurement—Feature representation; I.5.4 [Pattern
recognition]: Applications—Computer vision
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1. Introduction
Problem of the visual object recognition using feature
matching is one of the most challenging tasks in the computer vision. Nowadays, there are several ways for successfully match a template with an image. Most of these
methods are quite robust, however they are still complex
and most of them are not capable of performing matching
in real time on large databases. In our paper, we describe
a method for image matching, which could be promising
for the real time applications even on mobile devices.
The authors Taylor et al. have presented [11] a simple
patch feature with a binary mask representation, which
enables very fast matching at runtime - Histogram of Intensity Patches. Our approach presented in this paper is
based on this HIPs descriptor. In our algorithm we use
methods of detecting local features and building a set of
HIPs descriptors. This algorithm is compatible with other
algorithms already included in OpenCV library. The basic idea how to decrease the computation time is to build
the descriptor in a way that the training process includes
many viewpoints corresponding to varying rotation, scale
and aﬃne transformation. Hence, rotation, scale and
aﬃne invariance could be achieved in the training phase,
the matching runtime process directly use the descriptor
and no additional computation time is necessary. This is
the fact, which makes some other methods slower and not
capable for running in real time.
In the training process, we build a binary descriptor of a
patch around the detected feature key-point for all viewpoints. All descriptors are stored for a later use, so we
do not need to go through the process of the training
again. For the simulation of diﬀerent image views, we
use transformation provided by OpenCV library. However the training process takes several minutes to complete and use extra computing memory. We use the same
approach with small diﬀerences on the acquired camera
image, and then match the features by counting of the
dissimilarity score, which is the result of bitwise operations between descriptors. We accept descriptor pairs as
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a good matched pair only if their dissimilarity score is
less than a given threshold. Additionally, we accept only
those pairs of descriptors which have had the best similarity score in the previous selection using diﬀerent view.
Only these selected pairs are then used as an input in
the next step - ﬁnding a homography matrix using the
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) algorithm.

transformations are performed with the aim of increased
robustness. Created images need next to pass through
key-point detector, then the binary descriptor of each keypoint will be calculated.

2. Related work

For each image viewpoint in a bin, local features keypoints using FAST corner detector are detected. In the
next step, the appearance of each feature in all images of
the bin will be sorted and top detected 50 to 100 features
are selected. The used parameters of warping have to be
stored since they are necessary to ﬁnd out a position of
the feature in the reference image.

There are several descriptors providing well matching probability. The most common are SIFT [6] [5] [12] (Scaleinvariant feature transform), SURF [1] [5] (Speeded up
robust features), BRIEF[2] (Binary robust independent
elementary features) or ORB [9] (Oriented BRIEF). In
this part we describe how SIFT and SURF work, as we
use them in comparison to HIPs in our tests.
SIFT descriptor use for key-point detection Diﬀerence of
Gaussian (DoG) [7]. DoG is used on two neighbour images
from image pyramid. These two images are blurred and
then subtracted. Key-points are detected as we search
for local maxima/minima in the DoG pyramid. DoG is a
faster approximation of Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) [3]
and also provide the scale invariance for SIFT descriptor.
Despite the fact, computation time of DoG algorithm is
still high to use it in real time tracking. SIFT descriptor
divides surrounding pixels into areas of size 4x4, and computes histogram of oriented gradients with 8 bins. Therefore the resulting vector is 4*4*8 = 128 dimensional.

3.1 Feature detecting

3.2 Patch extracting and building the descriptor
After we have detected the top 50 to 100 feature keypoints in the current viewpoint bin, the descriptor could
be calculated. We form a sample grid of 8 x 8 pixels
around each of most detected corners key-point on each
image in viewpoint. Pixels in the position given by the
sample grid will take a part in process of ﬁlling the descriptor. 8 x 8 pixels, i.e. 64 pixels will form the descriptor, which will be enough to determine good or bad
matches using dissimilarity score.

SURF descriptor also divide the area around detected
key-point into 4x4 smaller areas. For each area it computes Haar wavelets in X and Y direction and their absolute values. Next, these values are normalised and stored
in 64 dimensional vectors. To provide scale invariance,
SURF detector instead of making image pyramid scales
the ﬁlter.
PhonySIFT [13] [12] is modiﬁed SIFT for tracking on
mobile devices. They replaced DoG method for detecting key-points with FAST [8] detector. Scale invariance,
which was provided by DoG, was replaced by storing descriptor from diﬀerent scales. Area around the key-point
to ﬁll descriptor was changed from 4x4 to 3x3. As in
original SIFT, they compute histogram of oriented gradients with 4 bins, so the result vector is 36 dimensional
instead of 128. Authors observe only 10% worse matching
in comparison to original SIFT.
The results of our work on HIPs descriptor were also presented at 17th Central European Seminar on Computer
Graphics (CESCG) 2013.[4]
SIFT or SURF use ﬂoating point numbers for describing the area around the detected key-points. To optimize
computational times, better approach is to use binary descriptors as HIPs, which we describe below.

3. Training process
To build a suitable descriptor to match selected image
we need to pass the process of training. This process
consists of detecting and describing the area around the
feature key-point. To provide matching rotation and scale
invariance, we build descriptors on more viewpoint bins
of an image, which we want to detect by the algorithm.
These viewpoint bins are simply created by warping of
the reference image. For each bin, small rotations and

Figure 1. Sample grid around detected key-point. 8x8
highlighted pixels are used to create descriptor.

To provide the matching more robust to light variations,
the selected values are normalised and then quantised into
5 levels of intensities. Intensities of pixels in this grid are
used to form the histogram. Histogram is created in a
way, it represents frequency of intensity appearance at
selected position in all grids around corresponding keypoint detected on training images. The feature descriptor
building process is as follows: we ﬁll ”1” at selected position of the selected intensity level, if the intensity appearance in the histogram for this position is less than 5%. If
selected intensity appears more frequently than 5%, we
put ”0” at the corresponding position. This boundary of
5% is determined by authors of HIPs to be best for ﬁlling
the descriptor.
The ﬁnished feature descriptor will need to take 5 bits
for each one of 64 pixels. Therefore we need 40 bytes to
store the descriptor values and another 4 bytes memory
to store the feature position. For example, if we decide
to form the descriptor out of 100 features in a single bin,
we need 4400 bytes of memory. To detect an image in
various position, we need to calculate several hundreds of
bins with diﬀerent transformations.
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was created from top 100 key-points detected on the reference image in a single bin, containing 315 images of small
rotations, scales and perspective transformations.
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467,1

471,2

SIFT
Descriptor

SURF

400
300
Recognition
time [ms] 200

111,4
100

0
HIPS

Figure 2. Process of forming the descriptor.

4. Matching
After we have created the descriptors for the detected
features, we do the same procedure on a captured image.
Because we built the binary descriptor in a way that we
ﬁlled it with 1 if pixel rarely felt into the bin, we can match
descriptors by a simple way of using bitwise operations
and bit count. We simply AND each of descriptors level
and then OR the results. This operation require 5 AND
and 4 OR operations. Then we need to count number of
set bits in our result, which provides us information about
dissimilarity of descriptors.
s = ((R0 &C0 )∥(R1 &C1 )∥(R2 &C2 )∥(R3 &C3 )∥(R4 &C4 ))
Where number Ri means i-th intensity level of the descriptor made in the surroundings of a feature from the
reference template image and Ci i-th intensity level of the
descriptor from the camera image.
dissimilarity score = countOf OnesInBitf ield(s)
To declare descriptors as a good match they need to have
this dissimilarity score less than some threshold, typically 5. After we select all good matches, we use them
to ﬁnd homography using RANSAC found in OpenCV
library. Next we draw matched features and show successful match on screen.

Figure 3. Elapsed time of computation for matching the
descriptors.
Related to the Figure 3, we can see faster performance of
HIPs descriptor in comparison to SIFT and SURF. However for possible matching for more bins and therefore
increase scale and rotation variance, we have to match descriptors trough more viewpoints, therefore time of computation will rise. The presented algorithm is promising, but still needs further optimisation in case of mobile
platform. However, current implementation gives us the
possibility to select viewpoints, we consider to be more
promising to detect.
Next, we considered to improve the time of computation
by reducing the number of detected features used for the
descriptor forming and matching. Taking less features
and therefore creating less descriptors could improve computation time, but also can reduce the probability of a
successful match. We have acquired 20 random images,
which will takes part in our next test. Then we have set
the number of features, which will be formed into descriptors, to 10, 25, 50 and 100. Next we have try to match a
reference image with the 20 images taken before. We have
evaluated the number of successful matches and also we
have measured the time of computation needed for each
image. In the next chart (Figure 4.) you can see the
results in %.

5. Tests and results
Our testing algorithm is made in C/C++ programming
language using OpenCV library and runs on laptop with
i7 3632 QM 2,20 GHz processor and 8GB of DDR5 1600MHz
memory. We created 1 viewpoint bin consisted of 3 different scales and 2 clockwise and anticlockwise rotations
from reference image. Each of generated image were also
5 times perspective transformed from each sides by small
amounts. In sum, we got 315 transformed images to form
the descriptor. This option is no optimized yet and will
be investigated in our future research.
First, we took an image reference with the resolution 251
x 356 pixels and try to match it with the image from camera with resolution 640 x 480 pixels. Next chart shows the
average time of computation of the matched images using our implementation of HIPs for 1 viewpoint bin and
the average computation time for SIFT and SURF algorithm implemented in OpenCV library. HIPS descriptor
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50
matches [%] 40
30
20
10
0

Matched images
(%)

Average time of
computation (%)
(according to
highest number)

10

25
50
Features

100

Figure 4. Average computation time required for
successful matches.
We can see that the time of computation needed for the
matching of one image increases signiﬁcantly by increas-
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ing the number of selected features to form the descriptor.
Otherwise, if only 25 features are selected, we can see only
a small diﬀerence in successful matching ratio comparing
with 100 selected features. Therefore we can decide that
for our purposes with current rotations, scales and perspective transformations, there is a good trade-oﬀ to form
the descriptor by using 25 to 50 selected features.
Next chart (Figure 5.) show average time in seconds
needed for the matching in our test. The diﬀerence significantly grows with more features selected. We can choose
to make descriptors from less features, but this test contains only one viewpoint bin and therefore the computational time seems to be still high. To decrease the matching time, there is an opportunity of forming created descriptors into a binary tree or making indexes in which
we can search faster than in our current tests, where the
search through the descriptors is linear.
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Recognition
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Figure 7. Matching time of HIPs on mobile devices.
The presented matching time of HIPs descriptor show us
that the real time matching using our algorithm and using
current devices on the market is possible. However, our
test is not fully scale and rotation invariant, therefore
there is still option for improvement. The result speed
depend on the design of the CPU, which could be the
reason HTC Desire Bravo gives us better performance
result in matching.
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6. Conclusion and future work
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Figure 5. Computation time for our test in seconds.

5.1 Test on mobile devices
We have successfully implemented the mentioned HIPs
descriptor for the Android platform application. Crucial
point in the development and in the implementation of
the descriptor was a real time capability on mobile devices. We have tested and evaluated the time proﬁling of
the implementation on diﬀerent mobile devices with different hardware speciﬁcations corresponding to diﬀerent
categories. The list of devices used in next test and their
hardware speciﬁcations are provided in next table (Figure
6.).
Mobile Device
HTC
Desire Bravo
HTC
Wildﬁre S
Samsung
Galaxy SIII

CPU
1 GHz ARMv7
”Snapdragon”
600 MHz
ARM1136
Exynos 4
Quad 1,4 GHz
(4x Cortex A9)

RAM
ROM 512MB
RAM 576MB
ROM 512 MB
RAM 512 MB
RAM 1 GB

Figure 6. List of mobile devices with their speciﬁcation.
HIPs descriptor was build of 40 most frequently detected
keypoints on an image and matched with descriptors created on an camera image with resolution 640 to 480 pixels. In our test, we observe the recognition speed of our
algorithm and the presented values are averaged time values calculated from 15 successful matches. The received
results are shown in next ﬁgure (Figure 7.).

As presented, the results achieved by using the HIPs descriptor seem to be promising, however there are still
possible improvements in the algorithm and also in the
implementation. These improvements should make the
algorithm faster and suitable for real time matching in
larger databases. Data are stored in memory, which refer
to all diﬀerent image warps and therefore the memory requirement is higher. In our implementation the memory
requirement is still acceptable and manageable by mobile
devices (around 20 to 40 megabytes for training phase),
but also here is a need of an optimization. The pros of
this method is that we do not need to save any of image
transformation during the evaluating process and it can
be done just once in the training phase. The next possible
improving, which could be done in our future work is an
optimization of the algorithm by trying various transforming conditions on each bin. Our algorithm has run-time
complexity of O(n*m) for matching now, where n is the
number of descriptors detected on reference image and m
number of descriptors created from image from camera.
Our goal is to make the presented algorithm faster in the
run-time and then integrate this method as a part of our
augmented reality application on a mobile device.
Acknowledgements. KEGA 068UK-4/2011 UAPI
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Abstract
Feature descriptors are used to describe salient image keypoints in a way that allows easy matching between different features. Modern binary descriptors use bit vectors
to store this information. These descriptors use simple
comparisons between different keypoint parts to construct
the bit vector. What they differ in is the arrangement of
keypoint parts, ranging from random selection in BRIEF
descriptor to human vision-like pattern in the FREAK
descriptor. A recent descriptor D-Nets shows that linebased arrangement improves recognition rate for feature
matching. We show that by extending the comparisons
to line arrangement better describes the spatial structure
surrounding the keypoint and performs better in standard
feature description benchmarks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.7 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Feature Measurement—Feature representation

Keywords
binary, feature descriptor, spatial structure

1. Introduction
Feature descriptors are a useful tool in computer vision
with many applications. They are used to find similar
image parts in multiple images. Feature descriptor can
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be applied to find similar images (content-based image
retrieval), categorize images (scene classification), recognize objects in the image (object detection) or stitch image panoramas (finding border overlaps).
A feature descriptor describes the surrounding of a keypoint into a numeric vector in such a way, that similar
keypoints have “close” vectors, with varying definition of
“close” (typically Euclidean distance, but other metrics
can be used, such as Hellinger distance).
Traditionally, numeric vectors were used as the descriptors, where each element of the vector is a floating point
number. For example, the SIFT descriptor [7] uses 128dimensional vector to represent the descriptor, the newer
and faster SURF descriptor [2] uses 64-dimensional vector, color-enabled derivates of SIFT use even larger descriptors. The problem with these descriptors is their size
(4 bytes per each float element) and processing requirements - to calculate the Euclidean distance between two
vectors during descriptor matching, a sqrt operation is
required, and a large number of descriptors usually needs
to be matched (approximately 500 descriptors per image).
Recently a new family of feature descriptors started appearing - binary feature descriptors. Instead of using
float elements, they use a bit vector to store the descriptor. This allows to capture a much larger number of
features, because each vector element is essentially 32×
smaller than in a float-based descriptor. The other advantage of using binary descriptors is the ability to do feature matching quickly. Matching is accomplished by finding close vectors, which in case of binary vectors means
using Hamming distance. This is very efficient to compute
using the binary XOR operation. The Hamming distance
is the number of bits set to 1 in the result of the XOR.
The bit counting is implemented on newer X86 processors
using the popcnt SSE instruction, leading to very efficient
matching.
The binary feature descriptors compute their elements
(individual bits) by comparing different parts of the keypoint surrounding. In this paper, we show that by extending the comparisons to form a line-based structure,
we can increase the precision of binary feature descriptors.

2. Related Work
The first widely used feature descriptor with binary elements is BRIEF [3]. This descriptor uses a simple comparison between two pixel positions. If p is the image
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patch around a keypoint, and a and b are the two positions to be compared, then a single bit τ representing this
comparison can be calculated as Equation 1.

τ (p, a, b) =



1 if p(a) < p(b)
0
otherwise

(1)

If we create a binary vector by concatenating the bits
formed by τ , we get a binary feature descriptor. This
simple comparison is essential and is used by recent binary
descriptors. The arrangement of comparisons in BRIEF
was chosen to be random, but fixed at compile time, as
can be seen in Figure 1 left.

4
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bit vector. This information is then used to find similar
paths in other images.
The move from describing a keypoint surrounding to tracing a path between keypoints is a completely different approach to classic feature description and requires a new
matching strategy, which the authors based on Hough voting. Despite being very different to previous approaches,
the descriptor does provide good performance and the
results are on par and sometimes better than current descriptors.
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Figure 1: Left: Random arrangement of pairs
in BRIEF [3] descriptor as implemented in the
OpenCV library. Right: Sampling pattern of
FREAK [1] descriptor. The density of receptive fields decreases exponentially from the center.
The standard deviation of the Gaussian kernels for
each field is represented by circle radius.
The first derived descriptor to use this basic comparison
structure was ORB [9], which added rotational and scale
invariance to BRIEF, but otherwise remained unchanged.
The second descriptor based on pair comparisons was
BRISK [6], which replaced random arrangement with a
rigid structure and provided a custom keypoint detector.
Instead of sampling single pixels, BRISK samples a Gaussian average over the sampling locations, and the radius
of sampling increases the farther a point is from the center. BRISK arranges these regions such that they do not
overlap.

Figure 2: The layout of sampling in the DNets [10] descriptor. Instead of sampling the surrounding of a single keypoint, pixel values on a
line between two keypoints are sampled, normalized and stored as a bit vector.

3.

FREAK with Spatial Structure - LFREAK

We propose a new descriptor Line-FREAK (LFREAK )
based on the sampling pattern of FREAK descriptor and
modified in a way inspired by the line-based sampling
of D-Nets. Instead of storing a single bit for each pair,
as represented by Equation 1, we store multiple bits per
single pair depending on parameter S, which determines
the number of samples. Notice that by selecting S = 1
we get the original FREAK descriptor by definition.

3.1

Sampling

When considering the pair A, B of sampling points, the
FREAK descriptor would find a single bit if the average
value in the image patch area A is darker than area B.
Instead of producing a single bit, we sample multiple positions between these areas, as can be seen in Figure 3.

The latest binary descriptor, which is based on comparisons is FREAK [1]. This descriptor has a special sampling structure, which can be seen in Figure 1 right. The
detection regions overlap, and the density of sampling
points decreases exponentially from the center. The farther from center, the larger area a sampling point covers.
The authors claim that this arrangement is similar to human eye, which has most photo-receptors in the fovea
(near the center of the retina). There are 43 sampling
points, which form 903 possible comparison pairs. Since
the resulting descriptor is just 512 bits long, the authors
selected the most representative comparisons by training
on a dataset of 50000 keypoints.

Figure 3: Bit sampling between two endpoints A
and B. This example uses S = 4 samples. The
position and size of each sampling position is interpolated between the points, asymmetry being
intentional.

A new, alternate descriptor has appeared recently – DNets [10] (descriptor networks). In contrast to other descriptors, D-Nets does not describe image patches, but
instead describes the structure between the keypoints by
sampling intensities on the lines connecting the keypoints,
as can be seen in Figure 2. A line between two keypoints
is sampled and the values are binarized and stored in a

The calculation for a single element bit vector pA,B representing the pair A, B can be seen in Equations 2 and 3,
where I(X) represents the average intensity of an image
area X given the position x, y and radius σ of the area.
Each bit bi represents a comparison between current point
vi and next point vi+1 . Other encoding schemes were considered, like normalizing and discretizing the values at vi
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(as implemented in D-Nets), but they did not lead to desirable results.

bi
pA,B

=
=


1 if I(vi ) < I(vi+1 )
0
otherwise

S
X

2i−1 bi

(2)

4.

(3)

We used the standard local descriptor evaluation dataset
first presented by Mikolajczyk [8]. This dataset consists
of multiple scenarios, ranging from translation, viewpoint
change, blurring, zooming to JPEG compression.

i=1

The resulting bit vector descriptor is the concatenation of
pA,B for all pairs (A, B) ∈ P , where P is the ordered set
of selected pairs (see Section 3.2).

3.2

Pair Selection

The order of pairs in the comparisons is fixed and determined off-line, similar to the order in which BRIEF pairs
are pre-determined. In order to find the most discriminative pairs, we used a similar method as in the FREAK
descriptor, however on a much larger scale.
In order to determine the best pairs, we used the entire
PascalVOC 2012 [4] dataset, consisting of 17,125 images.
From this dataset we extracted more than 5.3 million
keypoints, which is more than 100× the amount of keypoints the FREAK authors used. The key observation is
that the most discriminative pairs have a mean value closest to 0.5 over the entire dataset. The farther from 0.5,
the more biased a pair is towards a certain value. This
fact is formally described by the binary entropy function
Hb (p) = −p log2 p − (1 − p) log2 (1 − p). Fortunately is it
not necessary to calculate the entropy, which would be an
expensive operation.
To get the most discriminative pairs first, we need to sort
the pairs with mean values mi according to |mi − 0.5| in
ascending order. The distribution of mean values after
sorting is shown in Figure 4. After sorting, there may
be some discriminative pairs (with mean mi close to 0.5),
which give similar results to other pairs, e.g. neighboring
collinear pairs. We reject those pairs by filtering using
correlation – pairs having high correlation (≥ 0.8) with
already selected best pairs are simply ignored.
|E(x) - 0.5| for sorted pairs
0.5

|E(x) - 0.5|
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50
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0
Pair index

Figure 4: The distance of mean values of selected
pairs from the value 0.5 after sorting. The sorting
shows a linear structure in the distances - while
the best pairs have mean value close to 0.5 (0 on
the Y-axis), the most biased/least discriminative
yield values close to 0 or 1 (0.5 on Y-axis).

3.3

was to increase the detection area over the keypoint (from
22px to 44px), since we are capturing not only the endpoints, but also the path between them, requiring larger
areas to be meaningful.

Other Attributes

During experiments we also modified other parameters of
the descriptor. First change was the number of pairs from
the original 512. Since for each pair we calculate 4 bits, we
reduced the number of pairs to 128. The second change

Evaluation and Results

Each scenario contains a starting image, from which other
images are transformed. An exact transformation description (a homography) between each image and the starting
image is provided. This information is used in matching
evaluation. The evaluation consists of the following steps:
1. Find keypoints kb and compute descriptors db in the
base image
2. For each test image:
(a) Find keypoints kt and compute descriptors dt
(b) Load known homography H and transform keypoints kb from base to test image kH
(c) Match descriptors dt to db
(d) Calculate the real vs. expected overlap of keypoints kt and kH
The calculated precision is the ratio of keypoints where
the overlap of the area between transformed base keypoints and their matched test keypoints is above a given
threshold. We used 0.8 as the threshold, with 1 being
total overlap between the keypoints. A keypoint is approximated by a circle of the size of a keypoint, which
becomes an ellipse after perspective transformation.
We evaluated multiple descriptors in this evaluation, and
apart from our LFREAK we included the following algorithms: SIFT, SURF, BRISK, FREAK. All of these are
available in OpenCV 2.3 and were run without modifications. For a fair comparison considering only the descriptor algorithms, all descriptors were tested on the
same keypoint data computed using the Difference-ofGaussians algorithm implemented in SIFT. As was mentioned earlier, the number of pairs in LFREAK was decreased to 128 pairs to match the descriptor size of original
FREAK descriptor, which is 512 bits.
The results of this evaluation can be seen in Figure 5.
Each chart represent the precision (as described earlier)
of selected descriptors for a dataset given in the title. The
horizontal axis represents the image pair for which the
homography is loaded and over which precision is calculated. The first image is always used as the base of the
comparison.
On multiple occasions our LFREAK outperforms rival
descriptors, and almost always performs better than the
original FREAK descriptor. This means that the spatial extension by sampling multiple locations instead of
performing a single comparison improves the precision
of feature matching in binary descriptors. It does not
always achieve better results, mainly in situations with
large perspective change. This is caused by the fact that
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perspective projection changes the pixels compared using
the simple linear interpolation, leading to worse performance.
Precision of feature descriptors on selected datasets
Dataset - 'BIKES'
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points near to the center of the keypoint, thus possibly
causing redundancy. Another possibility for better performance is to extend the comparisons into color space in
a backwards-compatible way for gray-scale images, similar to the way we implemented this change in the ColorBRIEF descriptor [5].
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Figure 5: Precision of evaluated descriptor algorithms over selected datasets. The precision is
calculated as the ratio of keypoints which overlap with the transformed ground truth data between the images listed on X-axis within the given
dataset.
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Conclusion

We created LFREAK, an extension of the FREAK descriptor by extending the sampling from a single pair comparison to sampling multiple points along a line between
a pair. We selected the best discriminating pairs from an
extensive and widely used dataset PascalVOC 2012 consisting of about 5 million descriptors and ordered them by
their entropy. By increasing the number of bits per pair,
we decreased the number of pairs required for description,
eliminating many ”weak” pairs.
The performance of our descriptor was evaluated on a
standard local feature description evaluation dataset by
Mykolajczyk, and on multiple occasions our descriptor
outperforms other feature descriptors on the same set
of keypoints, and having on average 3.7% better performance than the original FREAK descriptor. We attribute
this increased performance to the fact that our descriptor
better describes the surroundings of a keypoint by denser
sampling near the center of the keypoint.
We intend to experiment with the parameter S and the
layout of sampling points to attempt to achieve better results. The current interpolating layout captures too many
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Abstract
Personality has an impact on user’s behaviour in information systems, and adaptive systems that model these
features can provide better user experience. Adding fun
to the mix is making games even more intriguing objects
of study. In our project we explore user profiling options of computer games by examining how game features
and personality traits affect user (player) engagement and
game play. We designed a modular casual browser game
which enables us to exhaustively study effects of different
game mechanics on game play. We conducted an extensive study in which we collected data on several hundred
game sessions. In this paper we describe our approach
and present preliminary results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
User Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology; K.8.0 [Personal Computing]: General—Games

Keywords
game design, personality profile, user modelling

1. Introduction
User modelling is an essential part of adaptive systems.
In our project, we are interested in generic user modelling based on personality traits. Our goal is to identify
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user’s personality within information systems in general,
and computer games in particular. Traditional methods
based on questionnaires hinder smooth user experience especially in games that should provide entertainment. In
our research, we explore to what extent the personalitybased user modelling can be conducted unobtrusively in
computer games (information systems). Games are interaction rich artefacts, and identifying player’s personality
while he/she enjoys the game provides significant factor
for further personalizing the gaming experience according
to player’s psyche.
In order to study effects of player’s personality we designed a feature-rich causal browser game in which different game mechanics can be turned on/off to facilitate experiment design. The game is tracking both the
user interface actions and game actions, providing a complete footprint of user’s personality in terms of the manifested game play. Correlating the activity logs with personality measure (Big Five) reveals relationships between
player’s personality and game play, and provides insights
into which game mechanics work effectively. In this paper we describe the proposed game design, experiment
design, the conducted study and preliminary results of
data analysis.

2.

Related work

Several independent studies on human personality have
identified five major factors that constitute human personality [3]. We employ the Big Five taxonomy which is
most widely used in user experience research. The five
factors are extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness,
neuroticism and openness [5]. The five factors can be
measured with various precision. We used NEO FFI questionnaire consisting of 60 questions rated on five-point
Likert scale ranging from ”strongly disagree” to ”strongly
agree”. The measure provides decent measurement reliability with reasonable time to fill a questionnaire, in contrast with miniature 10 question-long or huge 250 questionlong measures.
Effect of the personality on the user’s activity is not very
common topic in game research. The most related project
analyses player activity in an RPG game [6]. Authors created custom scenario in an existing RPG game in which
user takes action in order to move around, interact with
things or persons to begin dialogue. The monitored activity variables are movement represented by visits of an
area in the scenario and conversations represented by the
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selected answers. Experimental evaluation consisted of
filling out a survey about players’ personality and a one
hour game play. The results of the data analysis show
that players high in openness tend to finish earlier or those
high in agreeableness tend to choose more polite answers
in conversations. The work shows that user modelling
based on computer games is feasible, tough the results
cannot be generalized to other games. User interface actions (e.g. mouse usage) can be a useful indicator when
modelling one’s personality [4]. A study on user activity
in operating system was conducted. Applications running
in background and keyboard and mouse events were summarized into characteristics such as total count of events,
mean time between events, windows switched and more.
Evaluation has demonstrated significant correlations, for
example, between neuroticism and count of mouse clicks.
In order to systematically study the effects of player personality on any game, the game to study should constitute of generic game design elements. Research in game
design provides us with models to design games. MDA
Framework [2] is a model used in the process of designing
games, defines game mechanism as functional elements of
a game. Björk [1] defines almost 400 game mechanics, but
a smaller set of most commonly used is provided in Gamification by Design [7]. Authors also theoretically relate
them to one of few motivational factors of players. From
these we selected points, levels, challenges, leaderboard,
nurturing, skills and countdown timer in order to cover
various motivational factors so we can sufficiently address
the different types of personalities.

3. Modular causal browser game
Browser games are favourite pastime of internet users.
Numerous game titles achieved huge success with the wider
internet population by incorporating several game design
elements. We decided that the game, though featuring
generic game mechanics, should do so using simple concepts in an immersing way. In designing a suitable game
that would provide us with flexible experimental opportunities we have prototyped some five different game designs
arriving at the final design employing some of the simplest
visual, auditory and interaction concepts.
The core principle of the game (as presented in Figure 1)
is to collect reward by eliminating shapes using the mouse
cursor. The shapes appear on the grid in batches in regular intervals. The interval is a linear function of the size of
the batch. The shapes come in different sizes and different rewards. Special shapes are: a) bombs which blow off
when eliminated and destroy surrounding shapes, and b)
mines which can be placed on a tile to prevent new shape
to appear on the tile. Other gaming features, which correspond to the game mechanics we are studying in our
research, enrich this core game play.
The whole game has several levels starting with a tutorial
level that introduces the player to the game. We hand
coded 10 levels providing specific patterns of tiles and
bombs while others are auto generated endlessly. The
difficulty of the level rises with its number by gradually
increasing the number of appearing shapes and the layout of bombs. Each level has a time limit with duration
usually 40 to 60 seconds.
The core of the game is enriched by following game mechanisms and their corresponding implementations:

Figure 1: Example of a game play.
• Points - rewards for eliminating shapes; smaller ones
are rewarded with more points than bigger ones
(which are consequently easier to hit)
• Leaderboard - list of players with score similar to
the current user and his/her position in the list
• Countdown timer - time remaining in level
• Challenges - objectives to fulfil, specifically, sequences of shapes to be eliminated
• Skills - two characteristics that player can improve
in: fast hits (eliminating shapes immediately after
their come up) and sniper hits (eliminating small
shapes in row)
• Nurturing - managing shapes on red and green tiles
of the grid; player is rewarded with additional points
if shapes are nurtured on green tiles and (s)he loses
points rapidly if shapes are neglected on red tiles

4. Experiment design and evaluation
The aim of our experiment is to collect relevant data from
the game, process and analyze it and then construct a
model to predict player’s personality. For data collection,
mouse usage and game events are traced. The data is
aggregated into 10 indicators that are then correlated with
five personality measures (five Big Five factors).
The first groups of indicators hold characteristics of mouse
controller usage. For each user we calculate average movement speed, percentage of time inactive, straightness of
mouse movement, reactions and total count of interactions with active elements (shapes). The second group of
characteristics deals with game mechanisms and it holds
user’s interests/preferences on them. A characteristics
representing one game mechanism should be as independent of others as possible. We represent preferences on
points, leaderboard, challenges, skills and timer respectively as normalized number of achieved points, position
in the leaderboard, number of completed challenges, number of achieved skills and ratio of mouse speed in the last
five seconds of a level to average speed in the level. As
our implementation of nurturing is tightly dependent on
points we do not hold separate indicator for this mechanism.
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One part of our experiment is to explore how different
game mechanisms influence engagement of players of different personalities. A single game containing all of the
game mechanisms might be insufficient as some mechanisms such as points might be dominant and we would
not have possibility to explore those which are recessive.
We derived 19 different games - that is players are divided into 19 experimental groups (with each group playing a slightly different game defined by the specific combination of game mechanisms). Total number of possible
combinations is 25 = 32 in our case, though we omitted
some of the games which lack consistency (such as having a leaderboard without any measure of success such
as points). We do not perform analysis of game elements
within one group. Instead, we focus on one mechanism
and compare the participants that differ in this one game
mechanic (regardless of the other mechanisms).
In last phase we construct a model to predict one’s personality using the above gameplay indicators. Firstly, we
explore relationships between personality traits and summarized indicators using correlation analysis. For each
trait we construct a linear regression model which independent variable is estimated i-th personality trait qi and
dependent variables are indicators correlating with the
trait. Formally the linear model is represented as
qi = indi βi

(1)

where vector indi holds indicators correlating with i-th
trait and parameters βi are calculated using method of
least squares on measured dataset.
We conducted a study collecting data on 65 players (university students), totaling cca. 600 game levels played.
The number of users that achieved each level has a long
tail. The first level was played by 65 players, second 52,
third 45. Level 10 was achieved by 11 players; the highest
reached level was Level 30. We include some of the observations about the variability of Big Five personality traits
among participants: mean percentile of score in population on openness is 40.78 (SD: 29.78), conscientiousness
50.52 (SD: 27.95), extraversion 35.17 (SD: 30.91), agreeableness 43.22 (SD: 21.75) and neuroticism 45.46 (SD:
30.69). This shows high variability of personality traits
in the population of university students.
We conducted a preliminary analysis of the data. In the
first analysis we examine differences between groups of
participants having specific game mechanism visible/invisible. The purpose is to find out which game mechanism
draws attention as well as to verify design of the mechanism. We performed t-tests for each of the game mechanisms to calculate the differences and the results (statistics t and corresponding p-values) are summarized in Table 1. The most preferred game element in our game is
mechanism of challenges. Points are not attractive as expected within all participants. We also performed t-tests
on specific subsets of players and we found significant difference (p-value <0.05) within those high in extraversion.
Similarly, leaderboard is popular among players high in
neuroticism and low in agreeableness. Challenges significantly draw attention almost within all examined subsets.
As the mechanism of skills did not resulted in meaning
change of player’s behaviour (neither within any specific
subset) we found out that its design was not done correctly and we will omit it in further analyses.

Table 1: Results of testing difference between
groups having game mechanism visible/invisible.
Game mechanism
t
p-value
Points
-1.8
0.08
Leaderboard
2.0
0.06
Timer
-1.8
0.08
Challenges
-3.4 <0.01
Skills
-0.1
0.80

5.

Conclusions

In our work we propose a method to predict user’s personality traits according to his/her activity in a computer
game. We designed and implemented a modular browser
game which enables to create multiple game derivations
by adding or removing game mechanisms. We designed an
experiment allowing us to study the effects of the mechanisms on players’ engagement having different personality
traits. In our study we have collected game logs of 65 players, playing around 600 levels in total. Preliminary data
analysis shows that challenges draw attention in our game
the most, the mechanism of points heavily changes behaviour of players high in extraversion only. As our next
step, we plan to explore correlations of summarized indicators (both UI interaction and game events) and personality traits and consequently construct and evaluate linear
regression model to predict player’s personality profile.
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Abstract
Network throughput increase is usually associated with
replacement of communication links and appropriate network devices. However it is necessary to bear in mind that
effective and less intrusive increase of network throughput
can be achieved via the improvement of existing protocol
stack, mostly at network and transport layer. In this paper we propose an advanced notification system for TCP
congestion control called ACNS. This new approach allows TCP flows prioritization based on the flow age and
carried priority. The aim of this approach is to penalize
old greedy TCP flows with a low priority in order to provide more bandwidth for young and prioritized TCP flows
while providing more accurate details for loss type classification which is especially useful in wireless environment.
By means of penalizing specific TCP flows significant improvement of network throughput can be achieved.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-communication Networks]: Network
Protocols

Keywords
congestion control, delay, flow age, network, notification
system, performance, prioritization, priority, RTT, queue,
TCP, throughput

1. Introduction
The very first version of the most common transport protocol TCP was introduced in RFC793 [5]. To match the
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increasing traffic requests (bandwidth, delay, etc.), it was
necessary to improve not only the hardware part of the
communication networks, but the software part as well.
Improvements of the TCP, mostly called TCP variants
or extensions, are mainly focused on the best and most
effective usage of available communication lines [4, 1].
First TCP improvements focused on higher performance
were published in [10]. Since 1992 [6], there have been
many new TCP variants which can be divided into 2 main
groups. Based on the end network type we can recognize
wired group and wireless group. These groups can be further divided into smaller groups whose key element is the
congestion detection. Based on this hierarchy, we can recognize variants like CUBIC, Compound TCP, Sync-TCP
for wired networks [14, 3, 12] and JTCP, TCP CERL and
Compound TCP+ for wireless networks [11, 13, 2]. All
these variants have one thing in common: they do not
make any steps for congestion avoidance unless the congestion is detected by TCP end nodes [9]. Slightly different approach can be identified while using Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) system when TCP end nodes
allow nodes in the network to inform them about the situation in the network and give them some kind of feedback
[7].
However this feedback is sent within all existing TCP
flows which support ECN apart from any flow characteristic. The only sent feedback stands for the order to
decrease the congestion window. While keeping in mind
existing ECN system we have identified two limitations.
Firstly all TCP flows in the network from the TCP end
nodes point of view are treated equally. Secondly there is
only one command - to decrease the size of the congestion
window which is sent to all TCP end nodes at the same
time. Mechanisms and further concepts introduced in the
following chapters are aimed to solve highlighted issues.

2.

Concept

The idea of our approach ACNS (Advanced Congestion
Notification System) is to allow the TCP to inform only
specific TCP end nodes about the congestion in the network and instruct them to change the congestion window. Such functionality will provide more bandwidth to
younger and prioritized TCP flows by freezing and possibly decreasing the congestion window of older TCP flows.
We propose a set of weights assigned to each TCP flow
for further calculations which in turn will result in a specific command which will be sent within particular flows.
These weights are based on the following three parame-
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ters:
1. TCP flow age.
2. TCP flow priority.
3. Queue length.
ACNS may result into two situations. First situation
is typical situation when the command is calculated by
and received from the nodes in the network. TCP end
nodes receive the packet, check the header and modify the
congestion window according to received command. The
mechanism of TCP flow weight calculation and command
determination is described in chapter 2.1. Second situation represents typical loss in the network. At this point
the end node has to determine which command will be
used based on the commands received in the past (chapter 2.2).

2.1

Flow weight and command calculation

While the TCP communication passes nodes in the network, it is necessary to calculate the weight of the TCP
flow in order to send commands to the end nodes. As we
mentioned earlier the calculation has 3 input parameters
- TCP flow age, TCP flow priority and queue length.
TCP flow age is unique per flow and is changing in the
time. As the age is theoretically unlimited, this parameter would bring some indeterminism to the final weight
calculation. To solve this issue we have introduced age
normalization (1): age of the flow fi is represented as a
part of the oldest flow age fmax . Using normalization age
values can vary from 0 to 1 (including).
∀ i ∈ (1; |F |) : T (fi ) =

fi
fmax

(1)

Similar normalization is used for the second parameter
priority p. Priority normalization is done within the function F(p) using maximal priority pmax . The last input
parameter, actual queue length A(q), is changing in time
and is shared across all flows. It represents the actual
usage of the queue and can vary from 0 up to 1.
Final weight W for flow fi used for command determination can be calculated using (2) where F(p) stands for
priority part and T(f ) represents age part. Both subparts can be calculated using (3). It is possible to put
more weight on a specific part or eliminate the other part
by the weight factors (vp ,va ) but the sum of these factors
must be equal to 1.
Calculated weight W needs to be transformed into command C which will be sent to the TCP end nodes. The
command can be 1, 2 or 3. As the calculated weight W
is a real number, we need to convert it to one of available
commands using comparison with 2 thresholds thA1 and
thA2 .

Figure 1: ACNS overview.
network right before the loss. Using these commands we
are able to determine trend command Ctrend directly in
the TCP end nodes.
At first end nodes calculate trend weight Wtrend using
wcount of the latest received commands. Even if we use
only few commands we have to distinguish between their
ages. This is achieved by assigning metric to every used
command using the exponential decrease with additional
step parameter [8]. Calculated metric for every received
command is normalized using sum of metrics of all used
commands X. Setting P the array of all received commands the trend weight Wtrend for specific TCP flow can
be calculated using (4).
Later on calculated trend weight Wtrend needs to be transformed into trend command Ctrend which will be used
by end node itself. Calculation is similar to the calculation for standard command, the only difference is in
used thresholds thL1 and thL2 . These thresholds can be
set according to standard mathematical rounding or can
use custom values.
Wtrend =

ωcount
X
i=1

2.3

i

e− σ . P [i]
X

(4)

Commands

TCP end node can modify the size of congestion window
according to one of six commands. As we stated before
half of these commands can be received within acknowledgements and half needs to be calculated. Commands
usage overview is shown in Figure 1.
Received commands:

1. C = 1 : ”normal ”. There is no congestion in the network. Congestion window can be modified following
the used TCP variant.

(3)

2. C = 2 : ”freeze”. There are signs of incoming congestion. As this command receive only specific TCP
end nodes, not all TCP flows are penalized. After receiving, TCP end nodes freeze their congestion
window cwnd.

Commands received within acknowledgements can be useful when loss occurs as they represent the situation in the

3. C = 3 : ”fallback ”. There is a congestion in the
network. After receiving, congestion window will
not be decreased by multiplicative factor however it
will be decreased to the last known smaller value.

A(q)
W =
F (p) + T (f )
F (p) =

2.2

vp ∗ pmax
; T (f ) = va ∗ age (fi )
pi

(2)

Determining command upon loss
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Calculated commands:
1. Ctrend = 1 : ”freeze”. Loss occurred without any
signs of congestion (probably communication channel interference). Command of 2 is put in the list
of received commands P (different treatment during
another loss).
2. Ctrend = 2 : ”fallback ”. Loss occurred within indicated incoming congestion. Congestion window will
be decreased to the last known smaller value. Command of 3 is put in the list of received commands
P.
3. Ctrend = 3 : ”decrease”. Loss occurred within ongoing congestion. Congestion window will be reduced
following the used TCP variant. Command of 3 is
put in the list of received commands P.

3. Cooperation with existing TCP variants
Introduced approach can be used in combination with any
existing and future TCP variant. Detailed cooperation
with used TCP variant is explained in the following chapters.

3.1

Change upon recipient of acknowledgement and
upon loss

End nodes can receive three different commands within
the acknowledgement. Together with these three commands available congestion window (cwnd) changes are
defined in (5) where cwndlast is defined as W(t-1) and
cwndlast x is defined as W(t-x) Function W stands for congestion window size changing function in time. After receiving command of 1, end node will be allowed to use
its own TCP implementation to calculate new congestion
window.




cwndT CP
C = 1



(5)
cwnd =
C = 2
cwndlast






C = 3
cwndlast x
Using self-calculated trend commands end nodes are able
to modify congestion window as defined in (6). After
receiving command of 3 end node will decrease the congestion window according to used TCP variant.




cwndlast
Ctrend = 1



(6)
cwnd =
Ctrend = 2
cwndlast x






cwndT CP
Ctrend = 3

3.2

Integration into IPv4 and TCP

Our approach keeps full compatibility with existing IPv4
and TCP, even with ECN system. Backward compatibility means that the end nodes will use system which both
of them support and new ACNS commands will appear
as ECN commands for non-compatible host. Integration
in IPv4 header lays in reusing ECN bits with one additional unused bit from field Flags called CMI. Routers
are willing to encode more important commands into IPv4
header (Table 1 - NS stands for nonce sum flag) and overwrite existing ones. TCP sender uses messages 2/3 within
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Table 1: ACNS messages encoded in IPv4 header.
# ECN CMI Message
1 0 0 0
ACNS not supported
2 1 0 0
ACNS in ECN mode (set by end
node), ACNS message: command
normal (left by routers), NS = 0
3 0 1 0
ACNS in ECN mode (set by end
node), ACNS message: command
normal (left by routers), NS = 1
4 1 0 1
ACNS supported (set by end
node), ACNS message: routers to
set command, NS=0
5 0 1 1
ACNS supported (set by end
node), ACNS message: routers to
set command, NS=1
6 1 1 1
ACNS message: command freeze
(set by routers)
7 1 1 0
ACNS message: command fallback (set by routers)

Table 2: ACNS messages encoded in TCP header.
# CWR ECE CMT Message
1 0
0
0
command normal (R),
NS=0
2 0
0
0
command normal (R),
NS=1
3 1
0
0
congestion window reduced (S), NS=0
4 1
0
0
congestion window reduced (S), NS=1
5 0
1
1
command freeze (R)
6 0
1
0
command fallback (R)

one data window. When sending last packet from specific
data window, sender uses messages 4/5 in order to ask
routers to encode command in the IPv4 header (saves
routers system resources). Messages 6 and 7 are created
only by routers. Similar reuse appears in the TCP header.
Combination of existing ECN bits and new bit from the
reserved field called CMT allows us to (en)code all necessary ACNS messages (Table 2 - NS stands for nonce sum
flag). TCP receiver decodes command from IPv4 header
and encodes the command in the TCP acknowledgement
header sent to the TCP sender. TCP receiver can use
messages 1/2 in order to signalize normal congestion window processing. In case of upcoming congestion, TCP
receiver can inform TCP sender with message 5 in order
to freeze congestion window or with message 6 to apply
command fallback. All messages from Table 2 are used
only by TCP end nodes.

4.

Simulation results

System ACNS was implemented in the network simulator ns-2 where the simulations were performed as well.
Within the simulation topology (Figure 2) we used 3 concurrent TCP flows (detailed characteristic in Table 3) and
3 concurrent UDP flows (detailed characteristic in Table
4). ACNS system parameters were set according to Table 5. Simulation results are shown in Table 6 and Table
7. Monitored network parameters were throughput, RTT,
amount of sent data and packet loss.
According to the simulations results, using ACNS it is
possible to increase TCP flows throughput (Figure 3 -
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Figure 2: Simulation topology.

Table 3: TCP
TCP
Prio.
CUBIC 0
CUBIC 26
CUBIC 46

Flow
#1
#2
#3

Flow
#1
#2
#3

Figure 3: TCP flows throughput (without ACNS).

flows parameters.
Start End
From
0.1
118
N0
15.1
118
N0
30.1
118
N1

Table 4: UDP flows
Rate Prio. Start
0.5
0
0.1
0.6
0
20.1
0.5
0
40.1

parameters.
End
From
118
N0
118
N1
118
N2

To
N5
N4
N3

To
N3
N4
N5

Table 5: ACNS system parameters.
thL1
thL2
ωcount σ vp
va
thA1
thA2
1,8413 2,1587 10
3 0,8 0,2 0,95
1,0

#

1
2
#

1
2

Table 6: Simulation results I.
System Throughput [Mb/s]
Average
Maximal
#1 #2 #3 #1 #2
0.8 0.4 0.2 2.7 2.1
ACNS
0.3 0.7 1
3
3
System RTT [s]
Average
Maximal
#1 #2 #3 #1 #2
377 377 316 973 1230
ACNS
327 329 332 468 484

#
1
2
#
1
2

Figure 4: TCP flows throughput (with ACNS).

#3
1.8
3

#3
335
406

Table 7: Simulation results II.
System Sent data [MB]
#1
#2
#3
Total
11.78 6.15
2.89
20.82
ACNS
4.4
11.26 14.33 29.99
System Loss [packets]
#1
#2
#3
Total
110
86
40
236
ACNS
0
2
0
2

Table 8: Network performance improvements.
Network parameter
Improvement
Total average throughput + 44,5 %
Total average RTT
- 7,1 %
Total data sent
+ 44,0 %

Figure 5: TCP flows RTT (without ACNS).

Figure 6: TCP flows RTT (with ACNS).
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without ACNS, Figure 4 - with ACNS) by 44% which
lead to increased amount of sent data (44% increase). Using our new approach TCP flows RTT can be decreased
(Figure 5 - without ACNS, Figure 6 - with ACNS) by
7%. Network performance improvements are summarized
in Table 8. All these improvements were achieved with
nearly none losses.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced an advanced notification
system for TCP congestion control called ACNS. In comparison with existing approaches, our approach ACNS can
be used in combination with any existing of future TCP
variant. One can compare this approach with existing
ECN system however ECN system does not distinguish
between TCP flows and between certain phases of congestion. Our approach enables prioritization of TCP flows
using their age and carried priority. As a result, only specific TCP flows are penalized and not in the same way.
The goal of ACNS is to avoid congestion by means of providing more bandwidth to new flows while penalizing old
flows and later on if congestion occurs it uses TCP variant mechanism to eliminate the congestion. Using ACNS
significant improvement of network throughput can be
achieved. Depending on the TCP flows prioritization it
is possible to achieve up to 44 % increase of throughput
and the amount of transferred data and around 7 % RTT
decrease with nearly none losses. To sum it up, ACNS
allows TCP performance increase without the need to increase capacity of the communication links.
Acknowledgements. The support by Slovak Science
Grant Agency (VEGA 1/0676/12 ”Network architectures
for multimedia services delivery with QoS guarantee”) is
gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract
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We often use various services for creating bookmarks,
tags, highlights and other types of annotations while surfing the Internet or when reading electronic documents
as well. These services allows us to create a number of
types of annotation that we are commonly creating into
printed documents. Annotations attached to electronic
documents however can be used for other purposes such
as navigation support, text summarization etc. We proposed a method for searching related documents to currently studied document using annotations created by the
document reader as indicators of user’s interest in particular parts of the document. The method is based on
spreading activation in text transformed into graph. For
evaluation we created a service called Annota, which allows users to insert various types of annotations into web
pages and PDF documents displayed in the web browser.
We analyzed properties of various types of annotations inserted by users of Annota into documents. Based on these
we evaluated our method by simulation and we compared
it against commonly used TF-IDF based method.
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1.

Introduction

Multiple services provides us functions for creating bookmarks, tags, highlights and other types of annotations
while surfing the Internet or when reading electronic documents as well. We use these annotations as means to
store our thoughts or to organise personal collections of
documents using methods such as tag-cloud. There is active research in the field of utilization of annotation for
example in support of navigation between documents [1,
12] . Great many applications use annotations as means
of navigation between documents and for organizing content [4, 8] . User generated tags is one of the most commonly used methods for organizing content. Tags are used
for organizing bookmarks in services such as Diigo1 , but
they are also used to organize notes2 , in various blogs
and many other applications. User created annotations
can be used not only to support navigation, but there are
many other possible applications. Annotations can play a
great role for example in education systems such as Alef
[8] where they are used to improve content quality by
means of content error reports, to enrich course content
using user generated comments and questions, to organize
content using tags and even content summarization using
highlights created by document readers [5].
One of possible application for annotations is in document
search. There are two possible approaches for exploitation
of annotations in search. One of them is to use annotations while indexing documents by expanding documents
in a similar way anchor texts are used [12] or by ranking
document quality using annotations as its quality indicators [10].
The second possible application of annotation in document search is in query construction. In an experiment
performed by Golovchinsky et al. [2], they let users to
create annotations into documents using a tablet. They
used these annotations as queries in related document
search and they compared search precision of these queries
with relevance feedback expanded queries. They found,
that queries derived from users annotations produced significantly better results than relevance feedback queries.
Whereas query expansion requires users to create initial
1
2

Diigo, http://www.diigo.com/
Evernote, https://www.evernote.com/
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query, query composition using annotations does not require additional activity of document readers, instead it
reuses annotations created with another purposes such as
better understanding of source document.
In the experiment presented in [2], they used only user
generated annotations as source for query construction
for document search. More often in search for related
documents the content of source document is used to create queries. One of such approaches is presented in [11],
where authors were extracting most important phrases
from source document. This task is similar to document
summarization, however they did not used these phrases
to create summarization, instead they were using them as
queries to retrieve related documents.
Similar approach for related document retrieval is presented in [7], where they are using similar document retrieval for plagiarism detection. The presented method
consists of the most representative sentences extraction
step and document retrieval using commonly used search
engine and representative sentences from source document as queries for retrieval of candidate documents.
Described solutions use only document content in related
document retrieval process. We believe that annotations
attached to document can improve related document retrieval precision. In our work we combine the content
of the document and user generated annotations to create queries to retrieve related documents. The proposed
method uses annotations as interest indicators to determine parts of the document user is most interested in and
it produces query in form of list of keywords.

2. Query construction
There exist multiple approaches for related document retrieval, where query for document search is whole document. Many of these approaches are using common search
engines for related document retrieval [7, 11]. These search
engines are commonly accepting queries only in form of
the list of keywords. It is then necessary to extract queries
from source document when searching for related documents. One of possible approaches to extract words to
the keyword query from source documents is to use one
of ATR algorithms or term frequency based metrics such
as TF-IDF to extract most important words and use them
as query. One of possible approaches to extract words to
the keyword query is to use one of ATR algorithms such as
TF-IDF to extract most important words and use them as
query. This is the method used in commonly used search
engines such as ElasticSearch3 or Apache Solr4 . They
provide special type of query interface called ”more like
this“ query, which processes source text and returns list of
similar documents. Internally, the search engine extracts
the most important words using TF-IDF algorithm from
source text and it uses these most important words as a
query to search for related documents. This method for
query construction provides rather straightforward possibility to incorporate user created annotations: we can
extend source text by content of created annotations with
various weights for different types of annotations.
However, the TF-IDF algorithm takes into account only
the number of occurrences of words in the source docu3
4

ElasticSearch, http://www.elasticsearch.org/
Apache Solr, http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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ment and in the document collection. We believe that not
only the number of word occurrences but also the structure of the source text is very important. Especially if we
suppose that while reading the document, users are most
interested in only a portion of the document, the portion
where they attach annotations. We proposed a method
based on spreading activation in text of studied document.
This method uses annotations as interest indicators to extract parts of documents user is most interested in. Since
spreading activation algorithm is a graph algorithm, the
text is firstly preprocessed and transformed into graph.
The proposed method is thus composed of two steps: text
to graph transformation and query word extraction using
spreading activation.

2.1

Text to graph transformation

The text to graph transformation is based on word neighbourhood in the text. The graph created from text using
words neighbourhood conserves words importance in node
degree but it also reflects the structure of the source text
in the structure of edges [6]. Using various graph algorithms such as community detection, various node and
edge weightings or spreading activation we can extract
properties such as most important terms, topics etc. We
use this graph to extract words that can form queries to
retrieve similar documents using spreading activation algorithm. To transform text to graph, it is firstly preprocessed in several steps: segmentation, tokenization,
stop-words removal and stemming. Then words from the
text are transformed to nodes of the graph. The edges of
the graph are created between two nodes if corresponding
words in the text are in defined maximal distance. The
algorithm for text to graph transformation is as follows:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

2.2

words = text.removeStopwords.stem.split
nodes = words.uniq
edges = []
for i=0 to words.length do
for j=i to min(i+maxDistance, words.length-1) do
edges.add(words[i],words[j])
end for
end for
Graph.new(nodes, edges)

Query word extraction

In the text transformed to graph we can use spreading activation algorithm to find the most important nodes/words.
Using this algorithm the initial activation is propagating
through the graph and we observe where this activation is
concentrating. In our case the activation is inserted into
the graph through annotations attached to document by
its reader. We can divide attached annotations into two
classes:
• that highlight parts of documents and
• that attach additional content into documents.
The proposed method takes into account both types. Those,
which highlight parts of the document, contribute by activation to nodes representing words of highlighted part of
the document. Annotations which enrich content of the
document are extending the document graph by adding
new nodes and edges and inserting activation to this extended part of the graph.
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When initial activation is spreading through created graph,
the nodes where activation is concentrating are considered
words fit into the query. This algorithm is able to extract
words, which are important for annotated part of the document, but it is also able to extract globally important
words, that are important for document as a whole. The
portion of locally and globally important words can be
controlled by number of iteration of the algorithm. With
increasing number of iteration the activation is spreading
from activated part of the document to globally important
words. When using this method it is important to determine the best number of iterations and the right amount
of activation for various types of annotations to insert into
the graph.

documents with aim to create documents containing several similar sections and with different topics. These generated documents simulate documents, where the user is
interested in only one fraction. To create such documents
we used disambiguation pages on Wikipedia. The disambiguation page resolves multiple meanings of the same
word and contains links to pages describing each of these
meanings. We downloaded all disambiguation pages and
we selected random subset of these pages for which we
downloaded pages they are linking to. Along with these
documents we downloaded all documents, which had common category with at least one of these documents. We
used search engine ElasticSearch to create the index of all
downloaded documents and to search within this index.

3. Evaluation

In the simulation we generated annotations in a way to
correspond with probabilistic distributions extracted from
annotations created by users of the service Annota. From
every disambiguation page and pages it was linking to, we
created one source document by combining abstracts of
all pages in random order. For every source document we
selected one of abstracts composing the source document.
This abstract simulates one topic user is most interested
in. Into this abstract we generated various types of annotations, both annotations highlighting parts of the document and annotations inserting additional content. Annotations highlighting parts of the document were randomly
distributed along the whole abstract. To simulate content
of annotations extending content of annotated document
(note, comments) we used parts of the page annotated
abstract was extracted from.

5

We have developed a service called Annota [9], which allows users to attach annotations to web pages and to PDF
documents displayed in a web browser. The user can create various types of annotations such as: tags, highlights,
comments attached to text selections and notes attached
to the document as a whole. The service is focused on
supporting visitors of digital libraries in annotation of
documents while reading them.
We analyzed behaviour of 82 users that created 1416 bookmarks and 399 annotations. We derived probabilistic distributions of annotation attributes such as note length,
number of highlights per user and per document or probability of comment to be attached to text selection. The
diagram on figure 1 represents an example of derived distribution of number of highlighted texts per document
that follows logarithmic distribution. All observed parameters were following logarithmic or geometric distributions. Using these distributions and their parameters
we created a simulation, to find optimal weights for various types of annotations and number of iterations of proposed method, where we optimized query construction for
document search precision.

Figure 1: Logarithmic distribution of highlighted
texts number per document.
We performed the simulation on dataset we created by extracting documents from Wikipedia. We created source
5

Annota, http://annota.fiit.stuba.sk/

Generated annotations along with source document content were used to create query for related documents search
in the index of all downloaded documents. We considered relevant document the document that was from the
same category as the page of annotated abstract. We
compared search precision for proposed method and for
TF-IDF based method (“more like this” query) provided
by ElasticSearch when searching for 10 most relevant documents. We performed this simulation with several combinations of parameters and we implemented hill climbing algorithm to optimize parameter combination for the
highest precision for both compared methods. Single iteration of performed simulation is described by following
pseudocode:
1: for all disambiguation in disambiguationPages do
2:
pages = disambiguation.pages
3:
abstracts = extractAbstracts(pages)
4:
for all abstract in abstracts do
5:
text = abstracts.shuffle.join(” ”)
6:
graph = Graph.new(text)
7:
annotations = Annotation.generate(abstract)
8:
graph.activate(annotations, annotationWeights)
9:
graph.spreadActivation
10:
query = graph.topNodes
11:
results = ElasticSearch.search(query)
12:
rel = results.withCategory(abstract.page.cat)
13:
end for
14: end for
Along with simulation for parameter optimization and
method comparison, we performed two experiments to determine retrieval precision with no annotations and when
whole abstract of the source document was highlighted.
These experiments aimed to determine precision of com-
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pared methods when no annotations are available and
when we have complete information about user’s interest.
Obtained results for methods with generated annotations
along with simulation with no annotations and with whole
document fragment annotated are summarized in table 1.

ble enhancements of index creation process using annotations. We plan to use annotations to enrich document
content while creating index of annotated documents and
we will compare performance of search in annotation enriched index against related document search in index created using only document content.

Table 1: Simulation results for proposed method
and TF-IDF based method.
Method
Precision
TF-IDF based, no annotations
21,32%
Proposed, no annotations
21,96%
TF-IDF based, generated annotations
33,64%
Proposed, generated annotations
37,07%
TF-IDF based, whole fragment annotated 43,20%
Proposed, whole fragment annotated
53,34%

We showed it is possible to use annotations as indicators
of user’s interest. We plan to use user’s previous annotations for disambiguating users interests and we will use
them for query expansion similarly to work presented in
[3] where they used various user activity indicators and social context for disambiguating search and for user query
expansion.

Proposed method obtained similar or better results to TFIDF based method in all performed experiments. The results of experiments with no annotations, where only the
content of the document was used to create query suggest
that proposed method provide similar even better results
for query word extraction. These results were achieved
despite the fact that proposed method is using only information from the document content and not the information about other documents in the collection by contrast
to TF-IDF based method. The proposed method can thus
be used as an alternative to TF-IDF based method when
creating query from document content.
The comparison of both methods using simulation proved
that proposed method can create queries that can be used
to retrieve similar documents with significantly higher
precision than compared method. The experiments with
whole document fragments annotated suggests, that with
increasing number of annotations the precision of generated queries increases.

4. Conclusions and future work
We proposed a method for query construction from document content and attached annotations. In the process of
query construction we considered document content and
its structure by using text to graph transformation and
query terms extraction using spreading activation in created graph. We used user created annotations to insert
initial activation to document parts user is most interested
in. The simulation based on probabilistic distributions of
various parameters of annotations created by users of Annota proved, that the proposed method outperforms TFIDF based method when creating query for related documents search from source document and attached annotations. The proposed method achieved slightly better results when no annotations were used and it outperformed
compared method when document-attached annotations
were used in query construction. The proposed method
does not use information from other documents, only information from source document content and attached annotations. It is thus search engine independent and can
be used to create queries for any search engine accepting
queries in form of list of keywords.
In the future work we plan to use annotations attached
not only by document reader but also by other users when
creating query for related documents. We see potential
in use of social relations such as group membership in
weighting of annotations created by other users in query
construction process. Moreover there are several possi-
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Abstract
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This paper experiments with an algorithm inspired by the
social insect behaviour. In this method, each member of
the population represents a solution to the optimization
problem and the algorithm can be described as a multiagent method. Lifespans of these agents are based on
the quality of the solution. One agent in every generation moves out of the nest as it seeks for food in the
artificial world. Afterwards, if the case is that it found
food, other agents staying in the nest will know about the
food source. New solutions are generated each generation
thanks to mutation. We test this algorithm in comparison with a stochastic parallel hill climbing algorithm on
a typical non-convex function, the Rastrigin function and
other well-known mathematic functions which we want
to minimize. Our results show that the newly proposed
algorithm outperforms the parallel hill climbing method
on harder tasks, when we tested both algorithms on more
than one-dimensional functions. There is also room for
improvement in the presented algorithm and we suggest
a new technique built into it that may work properly.
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1.

Introduction

Finding global minimas for non-convex functions with
several local minimas is a computationally hard task if
we decide not to use stochastic methods to find the global
solution. A few algorithms and heuristics were designed
for such problems. For example, the approach of artificial
intelligence based on the social insect behaviour produced
very efficient results in the last few years in some types
of optimization problems [9]. In this work, we test an
algorithm which is a metaphore to the food acquisition
of a bumblebee community. Our evaluation of this algorithm is reached by a comparison with a stochastic parallel hill climbing algorithm. The original aim of this paper
was to contribute on some improvement on two selected
non-convex functions but our experiments showed that a
better solution for this problem is yet to be found.
Section 2 briefly mentions the techniques (hill climbing,
bumblebees algorithm) we use in our tests and introduces
the multiagent systems and the social phenomena in informatics in short. Section 3 provides the general use of
the bumblebees algorithm and describes the optimization
strategy in it. Section 4 presents the experimental results
of the comparison and expresses the details of the inputs
of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 discusses the obtained results and informs about the further work on the
algorithm as the goal is to improve our initial experimental results.

2.

Related work

A swarm of bees interacts with the whole beehive in a
similar way to a multiagent system [10]. Every agent
is an active agent as it seeks for food and every agent
has information only about its solution for the optimization problem. Although, they share some information in
the nest about the outside world, in our cases, especially
about the food sources. We may say at first sight that the
bee community acts randomly when seeking for food but
the opposite of that is the truth. In [8] and [5], a bee that
has found food, performs a ”dance” for the other bees who
are currently in the hive. The longer is the performance,
the better quality has a food source which was found by
the performing bee. Because of that process, bees in the
audience can easily decide where to go to find food. That
means the system (swarm of bees) has a useful knowledge
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about the quality of the food sources and that, in the end,
helps them to survive.
However, the algorithm which we want to slightly modify
and compare it with hill climbing, is the bumblebees algorithm [3]. It was derived from the angels & mortals [2]
algorithm and, once again, the motivation of the agents
in the artificial world is to acquire food. This algorithm
is a simplified version of the food acquiring, whereas the
bees do not spread the quality of the food source, the
only thing they do is that they save the parameters of the
source for the other bees in the nest. Bumblebees algorithm was tested on a classical NP-complete problem, the
k-coloring of a graph both in [3] and [1]. In the latter,
though, there was a successful experiment with a tabu
search subroutine in the main algorithm.
Our decision was not to test bumblebees on the same optimization problem, but compare it with hill climbing on
a non-convex mathematic function to find an optimal,
global solution to the task. Hill climbing algorithm [7]
can be designed in many ways. The simplest version is
not a stochastic representation. It looks for the surrounding points and if there is a better solution, then it is the
new midpoint in the next iteration. Its disadvantage is
that there is no such technique that guarantees that we
can get out of the environment of a local minima. If we
choose small surroundings, we will never find a better solution in the next iteration because we stick in the area
of a local minima. When a hard task occurs, such as a
non-convex function with several local minimas and one
global solution, there would be a need for a huge size to
define the surroundings for one point. As it is not an ideal
way to solve the problem, better results can be reached
thanks to mutation. It provides stochastic outputs for the
algorithm and we should not stick in the area of a local
minima anymore. An even better way to reach the global
solution in little time is to implement a parallel version
of a stochastic hill climbing algorithm. When it is parallel, a few ’hill climbers’ are being dropped into different
positions as they look for a better solution in every iteration. Because of the fact that they are in different areas,
there is a bigger chance that better results are reached
sooner. Computationally it is not a harder task so the
main comparison in our experiments is between the parallel stochastic hill climbing and the bumblebees algorithm.
In the next section, we describe the details of our proposed algorithm, which we want to compare with the hill
climbing

3. The algorithm
Our algorithm somewhat differs from the algorithm introduced in [3]. We discuss the flow of our algorithm and
concentrate mainly on the novelties in it. Our method
begins in the same way as the cited algorithm. Firstly,
the artificial world is generated, then the food sources are
being generated all over the world along with the nest.
As for the bumblebee population, their starting position
is in the nest and exactly one of them moves out of the
nest each generation. Before that, a random solution is
assigned for every bumblebee and a lifespan based on that
solution is being calculated for them, too. The basic structure of the algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 1.
In our case, lifespans are calculated in dependency of the
population, but to speed-up the process of a new bumble-
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Algorithm 1. Our bumblebees algorithm
function Bumblebees(beeN um , f oodN um , m , n,
t, tmax )
generateWorld(m × n)
generateFood(f oodN um)
4:
generateNest()
generateBumblebees(beeN um)
for all Bumblebee do
assignRandomSolution() & assignLifespan()
8:
storeBestSolutions()
end for
while t ≤ tmax do
. tmax as the maximum
number of generations
t=t+1
12:
decreaseLifespans()
replaceBumblebees(best solutions)
moveBumblebees
if BumblebeeP osition ← f ood then
16:
increaseLifeSpan()
decreaseFoodCounter()
moveBumblebeeToNest()
sendFoodSourceToQueen()
20:
end if
mutateBumblebeeSolutions() . mutate them
with different techniques
end while
return bestSolution
24: end function

bee’s birth we made the decision to replace those ones who
end their lives in the artificial world after their lifespan
reaches zero. Lifespans depend not just on the quality of
the solution, they rely on the size of the aforementioned
population as well. The calculation of it is given by the
next formula:
f itness
lif espan = 100b
c,
(1)
population size
where the conditions of the fitness function can be described as follows:
f itness ≤ population size.

(2)

That implies that the lifespans of the bumblebees are assigned in order. In future tests, a lifespan can be, at most,
ten times lesser than the number of the generations in the
algorithm. The very bottom of the solutions, though, will
have a minimal lifespan value so we can agily replace the
worst solutions for the best at the start of the algorithm.
Eventually, bumblebees representing the worst solutions
with a zero lifespan value are being replaced shortly for
the best solutions the algorithm had in its entire history.
Namely, the size of the population never changes in the algorithm and we simply replace the old or weak ones. This
design experiments with a technique that does not recalculate the lifespans every generation, only for the very
first occasion. We can assume that if an adequate number of best solutions is stored throughout the algorithm,
then missing out on recalculating the lifespans should not
cause us any problem. Given that the mutation rate,
which stands for the possibility of mutating one bit, is
usually set to a low value in these types of algorithms, we
do not feel the importance of recalculating the lifespans
each iteration, as the solutions will not diverge drastically. The best way to have more new births is to reckon
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a lifespan that does not set its maximum value too big.
Naturally, if there is a replacement of a bumblebee, one of
the best solutions is assigned for the newly born representative with the biggest possible lifespan value. Lifespans
are being decreased each generation by one unit.
Movement of the bumblebees is worked out in the same
manner as it was in the original propose of the algorithm.
One bumblebee moves out of the nest each generation
and randomly occupies one of the 24 nearest cells. If it
finds food, it increases its lifespan by two units, whilst the
food counter is decreased by one unit. The primary value
of the food counter is 5 and when it reaches zero, then
a new food source is generated randomly in the world.
An agent, which has found food, stores the parameters
of the source for the rest of the population that stay in
the nest. It is always known how many bumblebees approached the source that has been already discovered so
there is no misinterpretation between them while searching for food. When the bumblebee knows where it will go,
its movement remains still a bit random. The direction
of its movement will be always deterministic, but the size
of the step is calculated still randomly.
Final thing is the mutation of the solutions that are represented by the bumblebee population. As we already need
a sorting function to assign the lifespans for the bumblebees at the start of the algorithm, we can manipulate
with the mutation rate after another sorting in every iteration. For example, we can mutate worse solutions with
a bigger possibility than the better ones. We can choose
whether we want to mutate the higher or the lower bits.
Taking into account our comparison with the hill climbing algorithm, in bumblebees we have more of a freedom
to mutate each bits to find better solution than we have
in the other instance, because hill climbing does not give
us any chance to mutate solutions in any other way but
with one possibility rate.
To get a more complex view for our research, our decision
is to use the proposed algorithm in two versions. Firstly,
we go through the state space in a manner we call ’random walk’, that means that any mutated solution will be
the saved solution for the agent, even if it was worse than
the original one. The other version is, when the algorithm
works in a way where every solution is updated only if the
new, mutated solution is a more qualitative solution. In
other words, we always have a knowledge of the best solution, which was found by a bumblebee. The reason we
test the algorithm in both versions is because our testing
functions differ and we want to know, whether the ’random walk’ experiment does help when we have a typical
task where we might stuck in a local minima.
In short, we can put down that our algorithm differs
from [3] in terms of the mutation process and, in particular, the lifespan calculating which we discuss fully as
aforesaid. The main difference is that we do not recalculate lifespans each generation, only at the very start.
Also, we have set a permanent population size, contrary
to [3]. The initiative parts of the algorithm remain the
same just as the movement of the bumblebees.

4. Experimental results
We compare our algorithm with two versions of hill climbing algorithm on a proper non-convex function, the Rastrigin function. In our study, let n be number of the

dimensions, then the first function is defined by [4]:
f1 (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) = A · n +

n
X
i=1

x2i − A cos(2πxi ),

(3)

where A = 10 and x ∈ [-5.12;5.12]. It has a global minimum at xi = 0 where f1 (x1 ,x2 ,...xn ) = 0. Also, it has a
large number of local minimas but the aim of our optimization is to find the global solution. The second function that we used for the purpose of testing the algorithm
is defined by [6]:
2

f2 (x) = 0.993851231 + e−0.01x sin(10x)cos(8x),

(4)

where x ∈ [-10,10]. Besides prevalent local minimas, it
has a global minimum at x = -0.7853 where f2 (x) =
5.69×10−11 . To generalise this function, we define it
by [6]:
F2 (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) =

n
X

f1 (xi ),

(5)

i=1

where n represents the number of the dimensions. The
global minimum is at xi = -0.7853. Our third function is
the Schwefel function, and it is defined by [4]:
f3 (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) = A · n +

n
X
i=1

x2i − A cos(2πxi ),

(6)

where xi ∈ [-500;500] and n is the number of the dimensions. It has a global minimum at xi = 420.9687, where
f3 (x1 ,x2 ,...xn ) = 0.
We describe the input parameters of the bumblebee algorithm as follows. A 20 × 20 world is generated with
40 food sources. The population, alike the world and
the food sources, remains of the same size throughout the
whole process. We have set the population to 50, 100 and
200 sequentially in our tests for all three functions. To
get more accurate results, we used 31 bits to represent the
solutions in f1 (x). On the other hand, in F2 (x) and f3 (x)
it is enough to generate a binary vector that consists of
16 bits. Thus, random solutions are being represented by
2k numbers, where k is the number of bits and the next
needed calculation is to interpret it as a real number. Afterwards, we get x and can easily compute the function
value for the real number from the already given interval.
The maximum value of a bumblebee’s lifespan matches
with the parameter described in the previous section and
its value is set to 100. A new-born bumblebee receives
that number. The number of generations (tmax ) is 1000.
The algorithm saves the 10 best solutions, these values
are handed to the new members of the population. The
information about the best solutions is updated once a
generation. Unlike the original algorithm, we did not recalculate the lifespans of the bumblebees after mutation.
We used identical number of inputs in the hill climbing algorithms. Therefore, in a simple stochastic hill climbing,
the number of the generated surroundings was 50 and
100 and tmax is 1000, naturally. In parallel hill climbing, where the hill climbers work independently at random places, we tested with the same population size as
in bumblebees, who expect better solutions thanks to one
newly generated surrounding each round. The number of
the iterations remains 1000.
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Table 1: Summary of our comparison between the parallel hill climbing and the bumblebees algorithm
Functions, dimensions and success rate in %
f1 (x)
F2 (x)
f3 (x)
1D 2D
3D
4D
1D
2D
3D
4D
1D
2D
3D
4D
pHC 100 100 97.4 2.6 99.8
68
4.9
0.1
100 76.6
4.8
0
BB
100 100 89.6
5
93.2 24.3 7.4 1.25 94.8 52.8 18.2 2.38

Possibility of mutating was set to a rate that expects one
bit is being mutated and the others remain the same. In
bumblebees, however, the worse solutions were mutated by
bigger possibility. Higher bits have this rate twice as big
as the common routine described above.
Table 1 describes the summarized results we got after
testing our algorithm in comparison with the parallel hill
climbing. These results show only that version of the bumblebees algorithm, where we did not experiment with the
’random walk’ technique. It clearly shows that when we
incremented the number of the dimensions (that means
exponentionally a bigger state space), we got better results, so our technique with the lifespan calculation and
the food acquisition worked out in a solid manner. Furthermore, our initial experiments showed that the process
of the food acquisition optimizes the results, as we did
study our algorithm in some tests with a modified bumblebees algorithm, when there was no such similar process as
the movement and the food acquisition. One-dimensional
tests took part with a population size set to 50, 100 agents
appeared on 2D and 3D tests, while on four-dimensional
tests we used population 200.
Table 2 shows the results we obtained after implementing all three algorithms. In this test, we used the ’random walk’ experiment for our proposed method. When
the population size is 50 or 100, the parametres for the
two hill climbing algorithms were adequately chosen. As
stated above, tmax , that is the number of generations
was constantly 1000. Simple and parallel stochastic hill
climbing performed faster then the bumblebees algorithm,
but the finding of the global minima was variant when
we tested it on the two functions. Whilst the parallel
hill climbing algorithm appeared to be the same on the
f1 (x) (Rastrigin) function, our bumblebees algorithm with
the ’random walk’ technique outperformed the simple hill
climbing algorithm on F2 (x), on the other hand, it did
not precede the parallel hill climbing. Though, it proved
to be the better solution on both occasions in comparison with the simple stochastic hill climbing. Although,
the variation with the possibilites of the mutation did not
help us to get better results, nor it worsen the outcome.
All the implementation was programmed in C language
and executed on an Intel Core Duo CPU at 2.80Ghz.

5. Conclusions
Our target in this work was a contribution to optimization
solving algorithms procured by a relatively young method
inspired by the social insect behaviour. Results show that
a respective improvement was attained and that there is
room for further consideration.
We took notice of the fact that while hill climbing algorithms, especially the simple version of it, were caught
sticking in a local minima far from the global solution on

Table 2: Results for the comparison between a
simple (sHC) and parallel hill climbing (pHC) with
the bumblebees (B) algorithm on two selected nonconvex functions

f1 (x)
F2 (x)

f1 (x)
F2 (x)

population = 50
time
success rate in %
sHC
pHC
B
sHC pHC
B
0.078s 0.062s 0.086s
89
100
100
0.062s 0.030s 0.094s
42
99.8 87.2
population = 100
time
success rate in %
sHC
pHC
B
sHC pHC
B
0.109s 0.125s 0.140s 94.2
100
100
0.094s 0.110s 0.156s 48.5
100
100

a few occasions, until then if our bumblebees algorithm
did not find the global minimum of a function, it was
still in its very proximity. That means that a proper way
to determine the global solution when we are near to it
would be sufficient. Given the state that we always have
a knowledge about the current best solutions, manipulate
with them could be an ideal answer to our problem. We
can almost guarantee that in the last iteration the very
best solutions are a nearby value to the global minimum.
Consequently, if we calculate the surroundings of the latest best solutions, potentially we get the global minima.
Even a tabu search principle may work if we want to prevent the imperfection which is causing that we always end
up finding the same function values.
Additionally, we are in need of a further study to find out
whether that is it necessary to build into the algorithm
the movement of the population or can we cope without
it in these kind of performance test problems. As other
works showed in the recent past, that technique (the food
acquisition) along with the natality and mortality can improve the results on typical NP-complete problems.
To sum it up, our further research should include the ideas
we proposed above to improve the performance of the
algorithm and to demonstrate whether all of the steps in
our bumblebees are requisite.
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